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Abstract

Almost every one

of Margaret Laurence's novels and short

stories explores some aspect of the concept of death as it
develops in an Índividual's experience from chi'rdhood to adulthood, and shows how this concept shapes the individual,s
understandi ng

of

Ii

fe.

While reference is made to certain of Laurence's short

stories, essays,

and books

for children, this thesis examines the

in relation to the folloving uorks: This side Jordan,
The Stone Angel, A Jest of God The Fire-Dwellers, A Bird in the
@9, and The Diviners. Each work is examined with four major
death motif

consideratÍons in mind: the child's ear'ly concept of death, the

child's first

experience

and death, and the

with death, the interre'lation of birth

individual's

coming

to

terms

with

life

and with

death.

The conclusion relates Laurence's understanding

of death to

her concept of interrelation of past, present and future,
traces the

devel opment

of the theme and presentation of

and

death

throughout her works. Also examined are the increasing subtlety

of insight
and the

and

the increasing emotive effectiveness of the works

writer as she matures as an artist.
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Chapter
I

One

ntroducti

on

is one of the most notable features of the
fÍction of Margaret Laurence. Hhat is especiaìly striking about
The theme of death

this

theme, aside frcm the author's

is that in virtually
way.

Frcxn

deathbed

death

skilrfur portrayaì of

death,

every instance, death affects a child

Johnnie Kestoe's unwilling presence

in This Side

Jordan

some

mother's

to Morag's baffled exclusion from the

of her parents in The Diviners

childhood experience with

at his

in

death.

each protaganist has

Even some of Laurence,s

some

child-

ren's books deal with death; while Jason's Quest considers the
death of a cor¡nunity (from boredom), The Olden Days coat examines
death and aging frun a perspective su'itabre
standing

under-

of the phenomenon. It Ís ny thesis that the individual,s

later attitudes

towards death and

childhood exposure

to death,

ledge and acceptance--so

and

common

on the individual's acceptance
I

for a child's

life

are a direct result of this

that the search for

se]f-know-

in Laurence's characters--hinges

of mortality, of death as a part of

ife.
0n

cially
death

first

aware

fÍction, I was espeof death, and of the significance of

reading Margaret Laurence's

of her treatment

to the child. This

impression was

further corroborated

through the discovery

of an Ínterview between

Margaret Laurence

and Earle Toppings. l,lhen Toppings questioned Laurence on the

events

that influenced her work, her reply was precise:

I think the things that probably influenced my
writing to a great extenï-were the number of
deaths in the family. . . . It se€ms to me
that there were a number of deaths in the
fanily and my chil dhood se€ms to ne to be sort
of signposted by these events. . . . most kids
don't realize when they're very young that
they themselves are going to die-. I was never
in the slightest doubt about it.r
last

(The

comment echoes Stacey MacAindra's concern

for lan in

(q,215).) At another point in the intervÍeur
comments on A Bird in the House: "It was only through

The Fire-Dwel'lers
Laurence

writing these stories that I

began

to

see how deeply

I

was af-

fected by [deatn] as a kid.u2 Joan Hind-Smith comrpnts on
the effect of death on the

writer: "It

was also about the time of

her mother's death that she began to make up stories, even before
she was
Grade

3

old

enough

she was

to write

writing

blers filled with

them down. By the time she was in

them down and

in

Grade

5 she had scrib-

stories."3 This behaviour is reflected in the stories which vanessa is always inventing in A Bird
in the House, as well as in Morag's writing as a child in The
poems and

Diviners.
The importance

of death in the

experience

of the chÍld is

r^ñT/\,h ¡.1 ,'

'-

vv

not unique to Margaret Laurence or her characters. Dr.
Kubler-Ross has done an extensive study

of attitudes

El isabeth

towards death

in her book 0n Death and Dying.. she corments on the general attitude of man towards death: "Death
happening, and the fear

thirk

we have mastered

is stilì a fearful,

of death is a universal fear

it

frightening

even

if

we

on many'levels.,'4 According to

Kubler-Ross, an integral part

of our Ínability to accept death is

guilt. "In simple terms, in our unconscious mind we can on'ly be killed; it Ís Ínconceivable to die
our association of death with

of a natural

or of old age. Therefore death Ín itsetf is
associated with a bad act, a frightening happening, something that
cause

in itseìf calls for retribution and punislment."S This attÍtude towards death is transferred from the adult to the child, so
that he or she is aware only of the negative or traumatic aspects
of death. Kubler-Ross writes: "Pediatricians have less work with
acute and life-threatening sÍtuations but thq see an ever increasing number of patients suffering from psychosomatic disturbances and from adjustment and behavior problems,"6 and she

attributes a large part of this

to the fact that "Few
people feel comfortable talking to a chitd about death. young
children have different concepts of death and they have to be
taken into consideration in order to talk to them and to understand their communications."T One cannot heìp wondering just
phenomenon

j

v_

how many

of the protagonists'

problems

in Laurence's fiction

have been avoided had someone taken the time

listen to the children's fears
wi th death.

to talk with or

and concerns about

child's

Kubler-Ross divides the

concept

their

experience

of death into four

categories based on the age of the chi'ld; and although the
groups do not always coincide

might

age

with the age of the character within

fiction, the similarities in the experience and the resulting concept of death are striking. Kubler-Ross writes that
the young child is concerned only with separation. Up to the age
of three, death is not a "permanent fact . .
It is as tenporary as burying a flower bulb into the soil in the fall to have it
come up again in the following spring."8 This inability to
Laurence's

comprehend

the permanence of death Ís comparable to Vanessa's

attitude, at ten years of age, towards

Grandnnther Connor's death

in "Mask of the Bear" in A Bird in the House. Vanessa says, "I
did not fulìy realise yet that Grandmother connor would never rmve
around

this

house again" (9I,80),

The next stage which Kubìer-Ross describes regardÍng the

child's

concept

of death is also

Laurence's works.

So¡newhere

apparent

in a number of

bebleen the ages

death becomes associated with

mutilation.

of three and five,

Kubler-Ross writes:

r: Ð 7,-

It is at this age that the small child
begins to mobilize, to take his first trip out
"into the world," the sidewalk trips by tricycle. It is in thÍs enviror¡nent that he may
see the first beloved pet run over by a car or
a beautiful bird torn apart by a cat. This is
what mutilation means to him, since Ít is the
age when he is concerned about the integri{
of his body and^is threatened by anything that
can destroy it.Y
The

fear of mutilation is obvious in

aged Hagar's reaction

The Stone Angel,

to the baby chicks in the

in the

teen-

garbage dump--"the

chicks, feeble, foodless, bloodied and mutilated" (54,27). This

to haunt Hagar, even at ninety. The fear is
present in The Fire:Dwellers in Stacey's remory of a mutilated
image continues

gopher which she saw

at eight or nine years of age (F0,1.67), and in

to injuring himself--his concern for the
"integrity" of his body: "Nail sticking out of the wall--didn't

Duncan's reaction

see

it--it

most

was

rusp too witl I die

Mum?"

effectively, the fear of muti'lation

The DÍviners

in

Morag's association

(F0,117). Finalìy,

and death

is

and

employed in

of the memory of the

gopher

with the death of her parents:
She knows they are dead. She knorvs what dead
means. She has seen gophers, run over by cars
or shot, their guts redly squashed out on the
road. . . . Morag does not knoú h@r much of
their guts lie coiled 'lÍke scarlet snakes
across the sheets.

(D,16 )

The next stage

in the child's

concept

of death deals wÍth

death as a person--a bogey-man. Kubler-Ross describes

this

stage:

of five death is often regarded as a man, a bogeyman who comes to take people away; it is still attributed to an
outward intervention."l0 The bogey-man Ís present in the
"After the

memories

age

of a number of Laurence's protagonists.

him as "the creature

room.

...

I

Hagar describes

believed to inhabit the unused closet in

a s'lime-coiled

anaconda

my

wÍth the mockery of a man's

head, and jeweled eyes, and a smug smile"

(S,117-18). For

Rachel

the bogey-man takes the fonn of gaunt horsemen or cloaked
skeletons of the apocalypse (JG,32), or becomes associated with
her memories of her father and his macabre relationship with the
corpses. "I know he is lying there among them, 'lying in state,

king over them. He can't fool me. He says run
away, run away.

I

am

used

to

Rachel, run

running" (JGr19). Stacey, too, associates

death with her impression

"I

away

of the corpses in her father's

imagine the dead men below

in the rnortuary,

them up on purpose so they wouldn't take me by

mortuary.

coqjure

surprise" (FD,Z15).

child's final concept of death--the concept which he
takes with him into adulthood--forms in late childhood. KublerRoss describes this final stage: "Around the ages of nîne to ten
the realÍstic conception begins to show, namely, death as a permaThe

is not quite as
Laurence's fiction, because her protagonists

nent biological process."1l This stage
apparent

in

Margaret

a\aì-^.i .._
t.r
È,

i

Initia'lly, they refuse to

tend to deny death.

ly,

tical

and therefore they do not accept

it

approach

it

realis-

as a "permanent

process." Essential'ly, what the protagonists achieve in their

life in the course of the various worts, is a
final acceptance of death--a final ability to look at it realistícally. Kubler-Ross writes that children "should be 'listened to
coming

to

terms

and allowed

with

to ventilate their feelings, whether they be guílt,

anger or pìain sadners."l2

In atl the novels

considered

here, the only person who encourages a chfld to speak of death, to
discuss his or her feelings, Ís Stacey in The Fire-Dwellers. All

the rest are forced to repress their fears and doubts about death,

for this reason their acceptance of death is not forthconing
until they are able to deal wÍth their fears in a mature manner.
and

The

similarities

bebveen Margaret Laurence's

characters' con-

cepts of death and the concepts outlined by tlisabeth Kubler-Ross

are uncanny at
ar{are

of

some

points. This is not to

Kubler-Ross

say that Laurence

or her writing on death. Rather,

bras

it is to

point out the universality of Laurence's characters and their
experiences

with death. In his introduction to

Margaret Laurence, John R.

The l,lork of

sorfleet writes on Margaret

contribution to lÍterature and to the world:
Laurence has helped people (of more than one
generation) to ìook at themselves again, to

Laurence's

adjust their perspectives, and to go forward
in life with a little more se'lf-knowledge,
humanity, and resolution. This is Margaret

Laurence's real significance: her work has
entered our-lives and enlarged us by the
exPerience. l3

of her significant contribution is the widely
shared experience of death found within her work--partly due to
her ability as an artist, and partly due to her own childhood

An integral part

experiences

with

death.

fiction of Margaret Laurence which
contributes to the universality of her work is the similarity bet-ween her concept of maturation and Carl Jung's process of individuation. Laurence writes out of personal experience and imagination, and long before she was aware of Jung as a source of influence, her works had been illustrating the same features of
Another element within the

human experience

that Jungian thought illuminates.

Some

critics

maintain that as she became aware of Jung's concepts, Laurence
adiusted hers to coincide npre closely with

writes: "Hhile the earlier women--Hagar,

his.

Nancy Bailey

Rachel and Stacey--

represent only aspects of Jung's concept of personality,
Gunn, the protagonist

process

of

of the last novel . . . .

development which corresponds

Morag

goes through

a

closely to Jung's full

of individuation,"l4 This may be the case; initially,
however, the maturation of her fictional characters is derived

process

r-(..ì-7ra

through the personal experience
The

similarit,ies

of the writer herself.

bebreen what Jung

labels individuation

and

the maturation of the protagonists within Laurence's writing are

striking.

of individuation as "the conscious
coming to terms with one's own inner center. . . or Self"ls
seems an especiaì]y apt appraisal of the mental development of
The description

these characters. Jung describes the process: "The hero's main

feat is to

of darkness: it is the longhoped-for and expected triumph of consciousness over the unconovercome the monster

sciousness."16 The monster of which Jung writes

is

the dark

side of the personality--the unconscious. The psyche's conscious
and unconscious elements are described by Frieda Fordham:
unconscious aspect

of the psyche Ís different from, but compensa-

tory to the conscious. In Jung's view the conscious
'based upon, and

to

,,The

mind is

results from an unconscious psyche which is prior

consciousness, and continues

to function together with, or

despite consciousness."'17 what one must do to achieve indi-

viduation, then,
elements

is to integrate

of the psyche.

the conscious and unconscious

There are varying degrees

of

success in

this integration process, as Dr. Marie-Louíse von Franz notes:

. . . this larger, more nearly totaì aspect of
first as merely an inborn
possibility. It may emerge very slightlJ, oF
it may develop relatively completely during
the psyche appears

10

one's

lifetime.

How

far it

develops depends

or not the ego is.pilìÍng to listen
to the messages of the Sel f.rð
on whether

If

the process of individuation

is to be complete,

"one must sur-

to the power of the unconscious, instead of
thinking in terms of what one should do, or of what Ís generally
render consciously

right, or of what usual ty happens. "19 And the way to
do this "is to turn directly towards the approaching darkness
without prejudice and totally naÍvely, and to try to find out what
thought

its

secret aim

In the

is and what it

case

wants fron you."20

of Laurence's characters, a large part of

darkness which must be accepted and understood

the

is the death expe-

rience which so affected them as children. Because of this
threatening experience, the characters experience a retarded
development. They are unable to achieve complete maturation, or

individuation, because they are afraid to accept what has
happened, and

to progress further.

Jung describes

this protective

device: "0ur differentiated consciousness is in continual danger
of being uprooted; hence it needs compensation through the stil'l
existing state of childhood."21 The individuals remain, in
essence, emotional cripples

ience with death

unti'l they can assimilate the

into their consciousness.

has been faced, once the Índividual

is

0nce

able to

this

let

exper-

experience

the dead rest

Ëol-7-

11

in

peace, the acceptance

sible.

Nancy

of life,

and one's own

mortality, is

Bailey calls this cqning to terms a "realization of

the whole sel f".22 "The unconscious areas of the self

to be recognised
'

pos-

have

and opened up before the goal which Jung termed

individuation' can be achieved."23
Margaret Laurence describes her pre-occupation

with death in

her article "Hhere the l,torld Began," ín a passage describing the
cemetery near her home town

The dead

of

Neepawa:

lived in that place, too.

Not
who had, in local
parlance, "passed on" and who gloomed, bearded

only the grandparents

or

bonneted, frun the sepia photographs in old
albums, but also the uncles, forever eighteen
or nineteen, whose names v,rere carved on the
granite family stones in the cemetery, but
whose bones lay in France. My own young
mother lay in that graveyard, beside other
dead of our kin, and when I was ten, my

father, too, only forty,

for the dead dwelling
The

left

on the

the ]lving
híll.z+

town

feelings of grief and loss are apparent in this passage,

and

it is largely having experienced such feelings that enables the
author to portray them so convincingly

in her works. What is a
persistent and inherent part of the fiction, then, is obviously
relevant to the author's experience, as evidenced by this passage

and by her statement
experìences

of

to Earle Toppings, and is central to the

readers who

find Jung's ideas illuminating.

L?

It is surprising that no other study of the child and death
in the fiction of Margaret Laurence has been published to date.
The subject is an obvious one, considering Laurence's fiction and
her background; and its examination proves to be rewarding. In

the following chapters, each novel2s
major considerations

death, the child's

examined

in mind: the chi'ld's early

first

experience

of birth

and death, and the

life

death.

and

i,

Each work

concept of

with death, the Ínterrelation

individual's

is

with four

coming

to

terms with

examined separately in

chronological order, so that the theme of death can be appreciated

within each novel,
development

of the

and

within the

theme

framework

in her writing

of Laurence's

considered as a whole.

n c -,'-'
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p.309.

Margaret Laurence, "Where the l,lorld Beganr"

Þ,

Th. col'lection of stories called A Bird in the

p.?L7.
House has

beenconsideredaìongwithLaurence.sffiis,be.

cause each story deal s wi th the same character, Vanessa McLeod,
and her maturation. This collection, then, has been differen-

ti ated

co --?
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from Laurence's other collection of short stories, The Tomorrow
Tamer, in which each story is a conpletly separate entr-ffiiîñ
different, non-recurring characters.

Chapter

Two

This Side Jordan

Margaret Laurence's

first

novel, This Side Jordan, has

evoked

a variety of critical opinions, ranging from Mary Renault's
gushing praise ("Miss Laurence has

written a

first

novel of rare

excellence. She has an impressive sense of the equatorial
rhythms: the cruelty, the gay or the wistful resignation, the
feckless' humour, the splendid hymns"l) to Barry Callaghan's

of the novel: "I suspect This side Jordan was begun
years ago, for it has al] the weaknesses of a first novel worked
condemnation

diligently. . . . The novel is really a
device for a neat liberal rnessage and is a mechanical rather than
on too long and too

an imaginative production."2
0n the whole, however, the novel was well-accepted, and was

for its authenticity by the African literary wor'ld. In
his introduction to the New canadian Library reprint of the novel

commended

G.D. Killam

can go

writes that

Laurence "has gone as

far

as an outsider

in rendering authentically the West African setti19."3

Patricia Morley also
been praised by

comments on

this

phenomenon: "The novel has

African reviewers for giving 'a highly informed

for illuminating African problems
and tensions 'in a striking and memorable way."'4 She cites
insight into Africa today'

and

t:ã-11,

T7

of reviews of the work in her article.S The novel
has an established pìace in Laurence's work, then, and the
a

number

importance

of her African

experiences and

writing

has been the

subject of scholarly discussion.6

critic finds fault with is often the basis for
another's praise. A point in question is the paralleì treatment
What one

of the African
Thomas

and the colonial themes

within the noveì. Clara

finds this treatment to be a negative feature: "In

first

Mrs.

to novel, there is a
certain insistence of symretry or balance, in pìot and character,
that in its origin is the just impu'lse to deal fairly and
Laurence's

excursion from short story

conpletely with each character, but

to

in its effect

seems sometimes

be contrivance."T 0n the other hand, Jane Leney terms

a positive

it

trait of the writer and her work. "It is perhaps a

of her sensitivity that she is able to write a novel with
üvo points of vÍew---one white, one African---and give them equaì
a
lyeight."" The paralIel treatment does exist, however, and it
measure

must be considered

in

examining the significance

of death to the

chil d.
A'lthough Johnnie Kestoe and Nathaniel Amegbe come frcrn de-

cidedly different backgrounds, and although their essential experience with death

is not the same, there are a number of paral-

lels in the boys' experiences and Ín their attempts to come to
terms with 'life and death. Johnnie is forced to witness his
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mother's death, while Nathaniet is called back from school for his

father's funeral; in both cases the
on

their own.

They are

boys must deal

with the

alone: Johnnie's father is a

character; Nathaniel's nnther

death

nondescript

is not mentioned at the time of the

father's death. Further, they are outsiders in their societies:
Johnnie

is

the son of an Irish immigrant lÍving in a London slum;

and Nathaniel

is a boy caught

modern, while belonging

between two worlds,

to neither.

The most

tribal

and

significant factor

in the boys' experiences with death, though, is its 'lasting
influence on their lives. In each case the parent's death is
associated with the eternaì damnation of that parent's soul, with
each boy responsibìe, to a certain extent, for that damnatÍon.
This results in each boy's faith being shaken to its foundations.
The tvlo characters must come to terms with these deaths before
they are able to regain any sense of faith in man, in God, and in
life Ítself.
The death of Johnnie's mother leaves him a

spiritual

and

cripple. It is the deciding factor in his attitude to
his father. Johnnie's initial recollections of his father are

emotional

hardly complimentary, depicting him as a "slow-witted Irishman,
halfman

of

with a bone disease, a limping clown who went by the

Dennis Kestoe and who earned

5).

name

his two quid a week slopping out

the Men's lavatories in the tube stations with bucket and
(TS,¡,

a

rag."

This impression of the father figure deteriorates

â0--'
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significantly at

Mary Kestoe's deathbed: "His

father,

the

halfman, gutless as always, kept repeating over and over
son

that they didn't

call the priest
after
boy

for a doctor, and he was afraid to

have money

because'she done

Dennis Kestoe "shambled

it

herseìf,,'(TSJ, Sg). And so,

out to find the priest, leaving the

to sit beside [nis mother] in the evenÍng-filled

59), Johnnie's father

is

to his

room" (TsJ,

never mentioned again.

Similarly, the boy's impression of the mother figure is
destroyed through his witnessing her

death. His

memories

of her

language are especiaìly poignant:

å, å nå

ii lñ'lä

,lli.'ïl'" iioliiil ål'lr'iiÏ.llir"

prayer. Frqn amid the

Ti

shuddering sobs and the animal
paingrunting had come suddenly the clear IrÍsh
girJ voice, surprised and frightened--'0h God, my guts
won't stop bleeding--what am i going to do at-atiai
(TS,l

There

is

no saving grace, divine

The boy's compassion
He

or

human,

'

60

)

at the moment of death.

is not aroused; his response is one of fear.

is "terrified lest she realize he was there and cry out to him,

to him who had nothing to give her in her need, not even his love"
(TSJ,59). ThÍs feeling of terror at the aspect of death, and the
i nabi I i

ty to I ove or feel pi ty,

The death

remai

n wi th J ohnni e.

of Johnnie's mother is also responsible for the
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destruction of his relÍgious faith, when he

is

forced to decide

his mother's spiritual fate in the eyes of the world. physicaily

is questioned about whether his mother
made an Act of Contrition until he lies: "'I don't remember--she
was yelling and yelling and then ít was quiet. I don,t know. . .
and mentalìy exhausted, he

I think she said it,'the

boy whispered"

(fll,59-60).

There is

no divine punishment from above, "No flaming sword descended to

cut him down" (TSJ,60),

and the boy

is left

empty and uncaring,

spiritually: "He did not know if he had saved her from the deep
pit and from the lion's mouth, that hell enguìf her not. He did
not know how they had finally settled the argument. She lay in
consecrated ground and how she got there he did not care" (TSJ,

60).
Perhaps the most

te'lling

comment on

Johnnie's loss of faith

ís the revelation of the continuing effect of this
When he was

a

little

he used to say, a prayer

experience:

boy, there was a night prayer

to the Mother of God. He never
said that particular one again. But he dreamed it
sometimes.

'0 Mary, my dear Mother, bless me, and guard
under thy mantle---'
(TSJ

,

rne

60

)

As his mother's death has destroyed his

abitity to love and to
live, so has it destroyed his ability to have faith. He may have

,^^--'.

ÇJ.¿_

2t

saved

his mother's soul from eterna'l damnation, but the cost of

this action is his own faith. This identification of
Mother

of

God and Mary

Mary the

his mother must be remembered later Ín the

, when Johnnie final ìy comes to teÍfls with himse'lf ,
death and life.
novel

Although Nathaniel's age and background are

with

different

frorn

o

Johnnie's," Nathaniel's experience with death has similar
repercussions

in his religious faith,

and

Ín his attitude

towards

1Ífe.

For Nathaniel, though, his father's death raises the
dilerma of 'losing two faiths. He finds he can no longer accept

the old, traditional beliefs of his peop'le, while at the

same time

faith, Christianity, condemns his father's soul to eternal
damnation. He is forced to choose bebveen the tuo faiths, finding
ultimately that he no longer belîeves in either of them.
Nathaniel is a person caught bebveen tlo ways of life. He is
brought up in the ways of his people, the tribal traditions and
the

new

beliefs, yet

he

is

sent to a mission school to be.educated:

the boy had listened, he with the new name had listened,
bored at first, indifferent, then frightened, until
finally he came to take it for granted. The new name
took hold, and the new roots began to grow. But the old
roots never quite died, and the two became intertwined.
(TSJ, 243)

The new

faith is assimilated

almost unconsciously,

until

he
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returns to the tribe for his father's funeral and finds that
cannot escape the influence

of his new lessons.

He

is

the other God, the God of the mission school, exists
"But He was far au,ay. The Latin words were

altar

and the wine-blood and the wafer that was

They were

tries

far

far

aware that

somewhere,

away, and the

a broken

away, and Nathaniel had come home"

desperately

he

body.

(f!{,30).

He

to return to the ways of his people,

participating in the funeral rites of his father "with a fervour
that surprised the uncles" (TSJ,28), but all in vain. Hhen the
elders

cc¡nment

that the mission school has not stolen his

(TSJ,31), he is faced with a

sudden awareness

believes in the old ways, the old

He knew

then.

.

soul

that he no longer

gods:

.

Nathaniel's heart was gripped by a terrible love,
a terrible fear.
'They have not stolen your
repeated, satisfied.

soul,' the uncles

And the boy had agreed, his aching body sveating
and trembling lest the lie should strangle him and lest
his father's gods should hear and slay him.
(TSJ , 31)

When

his father's

gods do not punish him, he takes

his survival

as

an affirmation that the old ways are wrong.

Hith this recognition cones the

awareness

that, by the

/-.n-rn
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standards

of the

nevl

religion, his father

had

lived a damned life

and died unredeemed. Nathaniel regards the damnation

of

his

father's soul as his personal responsibility:
The Kyerema would not be acceptable to God.
The Drumner would walk among the howling hordes
of hell to al'l eternity, his dart
eyes as haughty and
unyielding as they had been in 'life.

.

Damned. The Drummer, damned. That had seemed very

clear at the time.

..

.

He, Nathaniel, had damned his father to that
The father had been damned by his son's

eternity.
bel i

ef.

His reaction to this
damnation

(TSl

awareness of

of his father's

soul

his responsibilÍty for

is anger at the

new

,

28 )

the

religion:

He had stood before the statue of God's crucified Son.
And he had spat full in the Thing's face, his heart
raging to avenge his father. But it did not work. For

he belÍeved in the man-God with the bleeding hands, and
he could not spew that out of himself.
(TSJ, 31-32)

Again, and like Johnnie Kestoe, he waits

him, but again there

is

for the God to

punish

no punishment forthconing:

For a moment, before an altar that was both alien and as
familiar as himself, his fear became panic. He waited.,
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Ì{aited, and the nÍght chapel was a coffin. But God was
sleeping. 0r He had punishments more subt'le than

lightning.

Nothing

Nathaniel finds that he

happened.

(TSJ, 32)

is torn between the two religÍons,

to free himself from both or to accept either one: "He had
sold his birthright and now could not take up his Ínheritance"
(TSl,2?7). He comments on his dilemma, "I was of both and I was

unable

of neither. I forgot

of it

one vray when

I

was too young

to

remember

help. And I learned another
way when I was too old for it ever to become second nature" (TSJ,
2431. His confusion results in his inability to accept either way
completely and, equally, to deny both ways--to'live a life void
of religious faith, or at least as void as he is able to make it:
everything

"He had been

a

by myself, without

fool.

He couid see

it

now.

Both gods had fought over him, and both had

longer feared.
The

...

Novr

he was

lost.

different.

Now he no

Except sometimesu (TSJ, 32).

birth of their first child acts as a catalyst in

the

emotional maturation of Johnnie and Nathaniel. Previously they

both associated bÍrth with death: Johnnie because

of his mother's

birth for him was remembered in
terms of the tribal customs of the past. These nnmories of birth
within the tribe have heavily negative connotations: "My son
isn't going to be delivered by old women with dirty hands" (TSJ,
failed abortion; NathanÍe'l

because

nO-7:l!
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48), or "The stench of death is Ín our nostrils,
old bones.

...

the wife bleeds to death Ín

and we pray to

birth.

What can

we

do?" (TSJ, 159). Through their experience wíth the 'life-creating
process

of birth,

however, both are able

to free

themselves from

their negative associations of birth, and to accept its positÍve
side. In doing this, each individual is ab'le finally to accept

life,

while

still

acknowledging the

reality of

death.

Johnnie's childhood experience at his nother's deathbed
provides an especially concentrated Ínstance

of birth
his

his

and death;

first

experience

first

experience

of the interrelation

of death is united with

of birth so that the two become fused wÍthin

his mind. His recollectfon of this incident is
passage: "At

It

came

meant

first

summed

Johnnie had believed her sin

up

in

the

to be suicide.

as a surprise to him when he found out that she had not

to kil'l herself but only the little b1Índ

humanworm

in

her"

(TSJ, 58).

This results in Johnnie's revulsion at the abortion, at his
mother, and

at birth in general.

He says, "The thought

of

issuing from that body--it had made him sick with disgust,
though he cou'ld never be anything more that a

himse'lf
as

clot of blood

on

a

dirty quilt" (TSJ, 59). He becomes an emotional crippte, maimed
by this incident of his childhood, so that later in his life even
his pregnant wife is repugnant to him and he tells her to lie
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with her back to him so she will 'look like his
no

use.

He

wife:

couldn't forget, even momentarily,

"But

it

was

how she looked from

the other side, belly swollen nearly to her breasts. Like a cow's
udder, blue-veined, heavy, drawn drum-tÍght with
(TSJ,

57).

its

contents,'

birth, their interreìation,
and their uniqueness in order to regain that part of himself which
is destroyed at his mother's deathbed.
The healing process is initiated, in part, through Johnnie's
Johnnie must accept death,

with the black prostitute, Emerald. At the beginning,
"He knew how he cou'ld hurt her. And he did" (TSJ,231). When he

experience

has

finished,

sees

that

she

he wants only

is bleed'ing. What takes place is

with suffering
reaction

it

be

to leave, but he looks at the girl

and

and

a form of contact

with womanhood as a whole. His initial

is revulsion:

like that--and

"Johnnie retched. Then

panic.

l.lhy should

so much?" (TS,l, 2321. The description of

the bleeding prostitute

is

almost identical

dying mother with the allusion

quilt" (TsJ, 59,23?1.

to the

one

to the "clot of blood

This time, however, there

of his

on a

dirty

is some human

contact made--some tenderness and understanding:

She saw from his face that she had nothing to fear
from him now. She looked again, more closeìy, as though
surprÍsed. Then--astonishing'ly--she reached out her
hand and touched his. She smiled a ìittle, her eyes
reassuring hÍm, telling him she would be aì'l right--it

was

nothing--it

wou'ld soon hea'|.

(TS,l ,233

)
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This reaction

is a direct contrast to his mother's screams of

profanity and fear on her deathbed, "the shuddering sobs and the
animal paingrunting" (8, 60).
Johnnie comes to identify Emera'ld's suffering with that of

in general, and ìt is through her contact, her reassurance,
that he is able to respond with an act of tenderness which he was
incapable of making at hÍs mother's deathbed: "He took her hand
and heìd it c'losely for an instant. Then he stooped and picked up

women

her crump'led green cloth from the
across her

It

body.

was

all

floor.

he could do

very gentry, he drew it

for her, and for

himself"

(TsJ, 234). Afterrvards, Johnnie's tears offer a release from the

past, and he sobs "as he had not
(TSJ,

234).

done

for nearìy twene years'

The tears have a cleansing aspect, washing the bonds

of the past away.
his acceptance of

Now

life

all that remains for a canplete recovery is

of the future, and this
accomplished through the birth of his daughter.
and

acceptance is

wife's labour, Johnnie's original reaction of
revulsion returns: "The wrÍthing of her swollen body was almost
l,Jith his

more than he could

been,

stand.

The tirne seemed

forever, but

in fact, less than six hours" (8,2641.

it

had

As the birth

continues, however, the disgust which he experiences

is replaced

by ìove and concern: "Johnnie forgot his own repugnance. Now he

feìt

only fear for Miranda, fear that he would somehor lose her,

that

she would

not return frcm this pilgrimage which had already
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taken her so

far

from him" (TSJ,2661.

In the final stage of

labour he is reduced to an attitude of total submission, "his
down on

his outspread hands.

He closed

his eyes.

He was

shivering, as though with shock. l,lhatever unspeakable thing
come

head

had

forth, he did not want to see it" (TSJ, Z66l; yet the moment

he watches

his child draw its

first

breath, the disgust, the pity,

the fear--aìl vanish in that instant of the wonder of birth:
"Johnnie Kestoe watched

his child enter the breathing

life

that

until the moment of death" (TSJ, 266).
The interrelation of birth and death is now moved frûn a
negative to a positive perspective: Birth is now associated with

would be hers

I

ife:
Then the blood. The placenta came away, and a
torrent of bright blood followed. The sight of it did
not sicken ,lohnnÍe, and for a moment he wondered wlty.

Then he knew. Always, before, he had thought
only in relation to death.

of blood

(TSJ, 266)

And

so, as birth

becomes

a positive thing to Johnnie, even

the possibility of death and suffering

is

though

always present, he is

truly to begin his life and to be at peace with the past.
The naming of his daughter l,lary can be seen as his final
acceptance of all that was destroyed for him at the time of his
mother's death--a peace offering to the past, to the memory of
able

rJ íJ
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life

his mother, and to his final acceptance of

and

faith:

He did not know exactly why he wanted to caìl his
child by her name. Reasons could be dragged up, no
doubt, like the roots of swamp weeds, but he did not
want to see them. Only one thing he felt sure of--the
name was given not for her sake but for his own. He did
not think he could explain.

(TSJ, 267)

Like Johnnie, Nathaniel must make peace with the past before
he can begin

to live fully;

and

like Johnnie's, Nathaniel's

involves a coming to terms with his

faith.

peace

The reso'lution of

Nathanieì's inability to choose eÍther his o'ld faith or his

new

faith comes about through his acceptance of a personal form of
Christianity. He comments: "I cannot have both gods and I cannot

...

is the God of my own soul, and rly own
speech Ís in my mouth, and my home is here, here, here, my home is

have

neither.

here

at last" (T$1, 275).

is

able to

that the

My God

make peace

kingdom

of

Through

with the ghost of his father. His belief

God has "many mansions" (TSJ, 274) permits him

to place his father's soul in
accept the deatJr

No--he

heaven, and

this

enables him to

of his father: "It is there that he dwells,

honoured, nou, and

again. But let

his modified faith, Nathaniel

always.

It

may be

him dwell there

that

I shall never see him

in peace. Let him understand.

will never understand. Let rE accept it

peace" (TSJ, 274-75).

and leave him in
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Nathaniel's coming to terms with his faith

is related

not

only to his acceptance of his father's death, but also to his
coming

to tenns with the past

as

well.

own

For Nathaniel's emotional

maturation to be complete, he must accept the ro]e

of the past Ín
his quest for the future. As wÍth Johnnie, the birth of his child
acts as an epiphany in his maturation: an acceptance of life and
of the future, as opposed to death and the past.
For Nathaniel the interrelation betleen birth and death Ís an
accepted fact in the tribaì ways of his people. The forest, a
symbol of the old ways, embodies thís interrelation of birth and
death: "The forest spills over with lÍfe and death. . . . death
gives new life. o

with

its

..

The

forest is rank and hot and sweìlÍng

semen. Death and life meet and mate" (TSJ, 104-05).

Nathaniel recognizes the influence of the forest, the past, on his

being:

"The

forest

grows

in

me, rank,

hot, terrible.

The fern

fronds spread like veins through my body"(p, t05); however,
also recognizes the need to escape the dying past, and to

he

be

reborn within the present and the future.

of the birth-death relation becomes apparent
in Nathaniel's attempt to free himself from this past which is
The significance

dead. The struggle
asks,

"How many

times have

I

is

seemingly endless

times have

for Nathanieì,

and

he

I cut the cord that fed me? How many

fought with the Mother to give rE birth?" (TSJ,

100).

J\ ,-
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The

birth of his

son gains

particular Significance

when

in light of the interrelation of birth and death.
Embodied within this birth are all the factors of Nathaniel's
struggìe to free himself frcrn the past and to be reborn within the
future. He recalls the old ways of childbirth, and uses these as
reasons not to return to his people:
considered

child delivered in the hut where the dirty clothes
are washed. . . . And if the birt}r was difficult, they
would beat you, those old women, to force the child oul.
And after it was born, for the eight days it
would be nothing--a wandering spirit. No one knows if
it plans to stay or go, so they ignore it. . . . So
unless it's very strong, it dies.
The

(TSJ, 48-49)

Nathaniel's opinion of the birtjr of his child

this child, is a symbol for him:
the thought that

Íf

"More than

is that this birth,

a safe de'livery

a child was started in the

new b,ay,

be a favourable omen. The child would not go back,

very birth would set the course of

its life"

it

was

wouid

then. Its

(TSJ,4B).

birth of the son, then, becomes an affirmation of life,
of all the hope for the future that Nathaniel has. The child
enters the world in the nevr way, and begins his life in the
The

present, alive with the promise of tomorrow, rather than in the

old way, where on'ly the dead and dying ways of the past would

his legacy. Nathaniel

shows

his

be

newborn son the world and vows,
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"'You'll know how to make it all go well"' (TSJ,281). The naming
of the child Joshua symbolizes Nathaniel's acceptance of the new
life for his son. Just as the Biblical Joshua had to cross the
river to enter the Prqnised Land, so must Nathaniel's Joshua cross
the river and learn to accept and benefÍt frorn the ways of the
future. His last words in the novel are almost a prayer, a plea
to his son to take that step into the future, to escape the
stultifying aspects of the past as he, NathanÍel, was never able
to do completely: "Joshua, .Joshuar.Joshua. I beg you. Cross
Jordan, Joshua"
The "River
One

(TS.l

, 282).

of Death"

of the more well-known

John Bunyan's The

in usage for some time.
of this symbol is found in

symbol has been

occurrences

Pilgrim's Progress, in which physical death is

symbolized through Christian's crossing the River

Christian's despair at the hour of death is
lament:
about,

"Ah my

friend, the

sorrows

of

appahent

Death.

in

hís

of death have compassed me

I shall not see the ìand that flows with milk and
1n

honey."'" Nathaniel

experiences a

similar despair:

,,n,,,::ï.:':':.:'::,;'::;.:'nerar

sons''ons

aso:

e of the River--'

--0h,
shal

my

II

father,

do?

wh.y

did you leave

me

here? And what
(TSJ, 244)
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river, from the side on which he
was born, from "this side Jordan," to the other side. Just as
Christian must experience a deati of the physica'l self in order to
attain a spiritual rebirth, so Nathaniel must experience a death
of his old self so that he may be reborn into the promise of the
future. The crossing of the river Jordan, then, beccmes a symbol
of rebirth--of overcoming death--for Joshua as well as for
Nathanieì, too, must cross the

Nathaniel.
The novel

Ís,

perhaps, more

optimistic than

Laurence's succeeding works, and she con¡nents on

Margaret

this feature of

the novel in her essay "Ten Years' Sentences":

I now find out-dated and
supõïFiFïãlilõ'lþî somehow retrospe ct ivel y touc h i ng )
victory for the side of the angeìs Ís al'l but assured.
Nathaniel holds up his newborn son, at the end, and says
In This Side Jordan (which

"Cross Jondan, Joshua." Jordan the mythÍcal could be
crossed; the dream-goal of the pronised 'land õüÏi be
achieved, if not in Nathaniel's lifetime, ttren l:n his
son's. This was the prevailing spirit, not only of
myself but of Africa at lhat time. Things have shifted
cônsiderably since then.l1

In spÍte of this fe'lt
contain

all

subsequent

weakness,lz though, the work does

the major themes which Laurence has developed in her

works. The role of the past in the individual's well-

being, the struggle for survival, the need to

come

to terms with

life, all are present in the novel in a primitive form which
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writer's ability matures. This novel acts as an
introduction to these themes, and it acts as an introduction to

matures as the

the the¡e of death and its effect on the individual, on the child.

of the major elements in the characters' coning to terms with
life, is their coming to terms wÍth their chi'ldhood experience of
the death of a parent. In both cases this is achieved through

One

their

with the birth of their

experience

Laurence haè estabtished the theme

first

own

children.

Margaret

of death and birth in this,

her

novel, as well as the other themes which so characterize her

work.
One comment

in closing, though, tells the most about this

in ìight of the concentration of this thesÍs on the
child and death. Margaret Laurence dedÍcates the novel: "In

work

Memory

Her

of

first

woman who

my Mother Margaret Campbell !,lemyss" (TSJ, Dedication).

novel, then,

is dedicated to the nremory of her mother,

a

died when the writer was only four, and about whom

Laurence can probably remember very

little.

Quite obviously,

though, she was considerably affected by her mother and by her
mother's death,

if

she cared enough

to dedicate her first novel to

her. Perhaps it is her own way of making peace with the
experience

of death in her past--in her childhood.
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Chapter
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1963),
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Trro such studies are Patricia Morley's "Canada, Africa,
Canada: Laurencets Unbroken Journey," l.lML, pp.81-91. This work
provides an interesting tracing of the ïñfluence of Africa on
Laurence's writing, both of Afiica and of Canada, with the thesis
that Laurence's experiences in Africa were foymative in her
viewpoint of the world, and in her writing. George l,loodcock,
"Many Solitudes: The Travel l,lritings of Margaret-Laurence,"
!¡lurnal of Canadian Studies, Vol. 13, No.3 (Fall 1978), pp.3-12.
ôf traveliing on the art of-Mäi^garet
Laurence, and on the artist, with the thesis that without this
traveìling, she would not have developed into the writer she is

today.

7 cl.r.

Thomas, Mar
and Stewart, 1969),7

I

Jane Leney, "Prospero and Caliban
p.69.

Fictio[," !&,

9

aret Laurence (Toronto:

McClel land

in Laurence's African

No ages are given for the boys at the time of their
experiences with death, aìthough one's impression is that Johnnie
is young, approximately five to seven years of age, while
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Nathanie'l is
age group.

in school and probably in the twelve to fourteen-year

1o

John Bunyan,
Penguin Books Ltd.;
11
¿¡
12
¡Ê

(H

annondsworth:

Margaret Laurence, TYS, p.19.

The optimism reflected in This Side.Jordan is not a
tota'lly unqualÍfied one. It isffie,
the naive
optimism of Mammii Ama Ín "A Gourdful of Glory" when she sings:
!'lammii Ama, she no come rich.
Ha
Be so. 0n'y one penny.

- ei:

r

noth'lng

-Trr, 243)

Life will continue pretty much the same as it has in the past for
Johnníe and Nathaniel : they wil I confront the same problems as
before. The Futura Academy will not change overnight just because
Nathaniel has had some insight into the possibilÍties of the
future. Nor will the Africanization of the textiìe plant proceed
any more smoothly because of Johnnie's acceptance of the past.
Victor Edusei will continue to have a cynical attitude towards
life, just as Miranda and Aya will continue in their naive, almost
ignorant, vrays. There is not a particularly rosy future, but an
acceptance of the present because the possibility of a better
future exists.

rañ-?ñ,

Chapter Three
The Stone Angel

In the sense that self-knowledge is the essence of
maturation, or the achievement of individuation, it wou'ld seem
that Hagar aìmost fails to achieve that goal since her self-recognition comes so late--almost too late--in life. Clara Thomas
writes, "l.le share in her iast short and bitter strugg'le to
maintaÍn her independence; more important, we share Ín her

halting, unwilling, rebellious journey

finally, a limited

towards self-knowledge and,

peace."1 The epigraph to The Stone Angel

gives much insight into the character of Hagar and her attitude
towards death:

Do not go gentle into that good night.
Rage, rage against the dying of the 1ight.

Raging

(sA,2

)

is precisely what Hagar does throughout the novel. It

it

en-

her

life

both her strength and her weakness: her strength because
ables her to survive, and her weakness because
so empty

At

of love

one

it

makes

is

and nnaning.

point in the noveì

Hagar comments, "Now

I

am rampant

with memory" (S4,5). The memories with which she "indulges"
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herself are an important aspect of her character. Angeìika
comments on

Maeser

the role of Hagar's recollections that the narrative

"deals with Hagar's sporadic flashbacks into the world of her
childhood, adolescence and adulthood,

in the course of which she

frees herself from the restrictions that have prevented her from
leading a more satisfying existence. Although

reìive her ìife, she can

and does reshape

it

it is too late to

Ímaginatively

coning

to a realization of the forces which conditÍoned

her."Z

Whether the memories come through a conscious

will,

or whether they

come unbidden and unwanted,

by

and bound

act of

they reveal

a

great amount about Hagar.
A surprising

number

reìated to death. Her

of Hagar's childhood recollections

are

first memory, of her mother's death, occurs

in the first paragraph of the novel (S4,3). She remenbers walkinE in the cemetery ($,4) and readÍng there when she was a bit

older: "I

to walk out to the cemetery by myself sometimes,
to read and get away from the boys" (54,17); this is an unseemly
used

for a young girl to enioy herself, but one in keeping with
her need for "order." She remembers sneaking into Sirmons'
Funeral Par'lour to look at the corpse of a dead baby (!{,11.-12),
and the need to return to the light of day--the real world--to be
"safe and innocent once more" (S,13). Her memories of iceplace

skating are clouded through her brother's accident and death

ÊO-7r:ìi-

'.¿¡j
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is associated with the image of the dying baby
chicks in the dump (54,26-28). She is haunted by the "slime(54,23-25), which

of the bogey-man who inhabits the unused
closet in her roon ($,118), imagining it ready to pounce on her
at any time, and this Ímage is even recal1ed, threateningly, in
coi'led anaconda" image

her adulthood.

Yet,

when she sees bvo

children piayÍng on the beach by the

cannery, her memorÍes--her impressions--are idea'lÍstic ones.
does not remember immediately the unpleasant episodes

at least for the moment she recalls the
aspects, the sheer joy of being alive:
hood;

She

of child-

sensuous, physicaì

Yet how I wish that I might have watched them
longer, seen their quick certain movements,
their liveliness, the way their limbs caught
the sun, making the slight hairs shine. I was
too far away to see that, actually, or to
smell the dusty summer on them, the sundrawn
sweat and sweet grass-smell that children have
in the warm weather. I'm only remembering
those things from years ago.
(

This ideal

adult

memory

life.

in

Because

no way

reflects Hagar's

of the attitude

duri ng her chi'ldhood, Hagar 'lives

far

as Hagar

is

concerned, death

towards

sA,190 )

own chÍldhood or

life

a restricted,

and death formed

guarded I ife. As

is something to defend oneself

against; and she uses all the weapons she has at her disposaì:
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pride, stubbornness, and "strength." Unfortunately, by the time
she

is able to accept life

for her to benefit

and her place

it, it is too late

from her enlightenment. She dies realizing

what could have been, yet unable
I

within

to

change

anything, to relive her

ife to compensate for the ways of her past.
Because

birth

and death become

cannot think

it.

of her npther's death at the time of Hagar's birth,
intricately interrelated for Hagar:

of birth without

When speaking

she

immediately associating death with

of Bram's first wife

she says, almost incredu-

of a burst spleen, nothing to do with
children" (S4,46), and when preparing for Marvin's birth, she is
certain that she will die while giving birth to her child: "Hhat
lously, "his wife

I

had died

I'd not wanted children? That I believed I
going to die, and wished I would, and prayed I wouldn't?" (SA,
could

say? That

100). Hagar's ultimate
however,

is

comparison

of birtJt

and death processes,

her imagining death to be similar to rebirth in

another worl d:

When my second son was

born, he found

difficult to breathe at first.

tittle,

He gasped

it

a

coning into the unfamiliar air. He
couldn't have known before or suspected at all

that breathing would be what was done by creatures here. Perhaps the sarp occurs el se-

where, an e'lement so unknown you'd never sus-

pect

was

it at all, until--l.lishful thinking. If
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Ít

happened that way, I'd pass
Can angels faint?

ment.

And so the cycìe

is

comp'leted

death leads, ultimately,

out with

amaze-

(sA,307 )

for Hagar: birth leads to death and

to a form of re-birth--a time of peace

and acceptance, when pride and stubbornness ar.e no longer neces-

sary. In fact, Nancy Bailey comments, "0nly in death does she
find access to this unconsciousness and its freedom which should
and could have been hers Ín life."3
earlier,

As mentioned

guilt

Hagar

will

not admÍt any feelings of

about her mother's death; however, these denied feelings are

always present

iust

beìov the

surface. In the

first

paragraph of

the novel she refers to her [þther as the one "who relinguished
her feeble ghost as

I

gained

ry

stubborn one"

Hagar is

for the
death; yet she is sensitive to innuendoes and the possibility of
almost too careful

double nnaning:

to point out that

(9,3).

"It

sesned

getic, as though he felt

no one blames her

to ne then that Matt

he ought

to tell

her dying, when in his heart he really

me he

did.

was almost apolo-

didn't blane me for

Maybe he

didn't feel

that way at all--hor can a person tell?" (!4,24-25). Even her

father's attitude

towards the death produces ambiguous feelings

her: "Father didn't hold it against fne that it
pened so. I know, because he told me. Perhaps he

within

had hap-

'n'Tå.:#
AlsnaR\Íå

4?

life for mine" (54,59). Hagar, unable to accept the absence of blame, admits, "It seemed so puzzling to me
a

fair exchange,

her

that she'd not died when either of the boys were born, but saved
her death for me" (54,59). The question of guilt and blame is
again mentioned near the end
when she comments, "Why

one

to blame? l,lhy do I

is it

of Hagar's quest for
always so hard

always want

seìf-knowledge,

to find the

proper

to find the one? As though

it really helped" (SA, 264). She identifies wÍth "any creature
struggling awkward and unknowing into life" (SA,94), as she herseìf

had struggled

knowledge any

into the worìd,

and though she refuses

to

ac-

feelings of guiìt on her part, her stubbornness

and

pride are a'lmost acts of defiance in the face of any accusations
or

weaknesses which may surround her.

Death

waiting to

for

Hagar becomes a

overcome

frightening monster--somethÍng

the individual in a moment of weakness--and

this concept of death is a direct result of her exaggerated concern for strength. She comments on her childish imaginings:
Something threatens me, something unknown and
in hiding, waiting to pounce, like the creature I believed to inhabit the unused closet,
in my room when I was a chi'ld, where no one
ever went and the door was never opened. I
used to lie in bed and picture him, a slimecoiled anaconda with the mockery of a man's
head, and jeweled eyes, and a smug smile.
(sA,117-18)

flOO'^',
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This

unknown

life.

creature continues to haunt Hagar throughout her

of the darkness, and it
bears a striking resemblance to her childish concept of death:
As a mother she describes her fear

"For me, it teemed with phantoms, souì-parasites with feathery

fingers, the voices of troìls, and pa'le inconstant fires like the
flicker of an eye" (54,205). Even in her old age, when she is
confronted with her
man

memory

of the

returns. In her chil dhood the creature was destroyed

discovered

of

mortality, the childhood

that the only things behind the c'losed

shoes, a chamber

pot,

and a few spiders

her own death cannot be dispelled quite so

bogey-

when she

door were

a paÍr

(SA,188). Her fear of

easily.

She exp'lains,

too. I wonder now if I
real'ly want to fling this door wide. I do and I don't. Perhaps
the thing inside will prove more terrible even than one's imagin"It's

better to know, but disappointing,

ings" (54,118). The on'ly way to dispe'l her fear of death is
through her ultimate acceptance
throughout most

of her life.

of it,

The

an impossible action

result of this inabilíty to

ac-

cept her own mortality--this denia'l of the power of death--pro-

is unyielding in her strength, but impoverished
of any emotional fulfillment in life.

duces a woman who

Hagar's fear of weakness and death becomes especial'ly appar-

ent at Daniel's deathbed when, de'lirious with fever, he calls for

his mother.

When

Matt asks Hagar to impersonate her mother

and
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comfort Dan, her reaction

All I

could
never seen,
so much and
I could not

part of

being

Her

is one of horror:
I'd
fraiìty

think of

was that meek woman
woman Dan was saÍd to resemble
frcrn whom he'd inherited a

the

heìp but detest, however much a
to sympathize. To play at

me wanted

her--it

was beyond

me.

(sA,25

fear, her repulsÍon, her pride--all

sible for her to

bend enough

to offer

combine

to

make

even a moment

of

it

)

impos-

conpassion

for her dying brother, to show what she considers to be any weakness on her part: "'I can't, Matt.' I was crying, shaken by torments he never even suspected, wanting above

all else to do the

thing he asked, but unable to do it, unab'le to bend enough"

(SA,

25).
The remory
The Stone Angeì

It

of the

is

baby

chicks which haunts Hagar thoughout

strange'ly connected wÍth her brother's death.

acts as an epíphany which returns to her mind even in her old

age--an image of the helpless dying chicks, and the deliberate
"mercy"

of Lottie Drieser:
The chicks, feeble, foodìess, bloodied and
muti'lated, prisoned by the weight of broken
shells all around them, were trying to crawl
like littìe worms, their half-mouths opened
uselessly among the garbage. I could only

gawkandretch....

rìe.\1
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shel

I

took a stíck and crushed the egg[tottie]
'l
skul

s,

and some

of then she stepped on

with the heels of her b'lack patent-leather
shoes.

(

These chicks and

concept

theÍr fate

become an

integral part of

of death. IntermÍngled with the repulsion

taste at the spectacle of the chicks

sA, 27 -28 )

is

Hagar's

and the dÍs-

her fear of their

ness. There is a sense of distaste at their

weakness,

weak-

simÍlar to

the dîstaste with which she regarded Daniel's weakness:

"It

must

for he cultivated illness as some
cultivate rare plants. 0r so I thought then" ßA,2L-221

have been mind over matter,
people

The chÍcks are unattractive

to

Hagar because they embody

which she dislikes; however, Lottie's action

.

qualities

is equally revolting

to her sensibi'l ities: "It was the only thÍng to do, a thing I
couldn't have done. And yet it troubled me so much that I couìd
not. . . . I

am

less certain than

for their sake. I

(!4,28).

am

not sorry

I

now

was

that

that

she

did

it

entirely

I did not speed them"

in this act of "compassion" the same
selfish motive which forced her to deny any compassion to her own
She recognizes

dying brother.
The chicks are Dan, weak and unattractive, and Hagar's deniaì
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life Ís comparable to Lottie's action, her denial of life
to the suffering chicks. Hagar comments: "At the time it stung
me u,orse, I think, that I could not bring myself to kill those
creatures than that I could not bring myself to cornfort Dan" (SA,
28). For this reason the image of the chicks remains with Hagar
of Dan's

even though she

is

successful in eliminating any responsiblÍty or

gui'lt for Dan's death from her conscious
There

memory.

is some recognition on Hagar's part of the cost of her

pride and strength--a sense of waste, of tears unshed, words unspoken, and relationships which might have

been. She recaìls her

feelings at the time of Bram's final i'l'lness:
Looking down at hÍm, a part of re could
never stand him, what he'd been, and yet that
moment I'd willingly have called him back from
where he'd gone, to say even once what Marvi n
had said, and with as much bevrilderment, not
knowing who to fault for the way the years had

turned'

(sA'1g3

)

their life--their mistakes-but she finds she is unable, she has waited too'long. AtJohn's
death there is a similar sense of waste: "Al1 the night long, I
only had one thought--I'd had so many things to say to hÍm, so many
things to put to rights. He hadn't waited to hear" (54,243).
The final prÌce of her strength beccrnes apparent at John's

She

still

might have made amends for

lìOnt-i
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death when the

last of her abi'lity to feel is destroyed conplete-

ly: uI found my tears had been locked too long and wouldn't cqne
now at my bidding. The night rIV son died I was transformed to
stone and never wept at all" (SA,243). And so with her approaching death,

to

when Hagar wants

someone who

to talk--to

should be close

conmunicate her thoughts

to her--she finds

she

Ís

unable to:

I'm choked with Ít now, the íncormunicab'le
years, everything that happened and was spoken
or not spoken. I want to tell him. Someone
should know. This is what I think. Someone

really ought to

know these things.

But where would I begin, and what does it
matter to him, anyway?
(

It is not until

she

is able to come to

death that Hagar can free hersel f

her'life.
tems

Ultimately,

with.

some

sort of

sA,296

)

acceptance of

of the restrictive pattern of

it is John's death which she must come to

Joan Hind-Smith

writes, "John's death is the nost

terrible of all Hagar's terrible

memories, because she knows that

the most beloved being in her life has been indirectly destroyed
by

tl

her."-

apologizes

When Hagar

mistakes Murray

to him, she is

F. Lees for John

unknowingly making the

wards accepting death--and accepting

life;

first

and

step to-

and when Lees accepts

the apology he relÍeves Hagar of the feelíngs of responsibility
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which have pìagued her:

I've

spoken so calmly, so reasonably. He
all conscience refuse what I've said.
I wait. At last I hear his voice. An inexplicable sound, a grating, like a groan or a
sob. I grow anxious, and think he may stil I
be angry. But when he speaks, his voice is

can't in

not angry at

al

l.

"It's okayr" he says. uI knew alI the
time you never meant it. Everythíng is alì
right...."
I sigh, content.
(

tlith this

forgiveness Hagar

sA, 247-48 )

is finaìly able to let John die Ín

for the feeìing of loss the next morning.
For her, it is as though John has just died: "But why do I feel
peace, whÍch accounts

bereaved, as though

I'd lost

heavily upon me, this
and evermore

some one

unknown

loss.

only recently?

The dead's flame

It

weighs

so

is blown out

shall be so" (54,249-50).

It is because of Mr. Lees' action, and Hagar's acceptance of
Johns'death, that she Ís finatly able to begin to live--to
some

signs of her humanity and her own emotions--and

Mr. Lees that she
tact--understandÍ

is able to take the first

step in

show

it is towards

human con-

ng:

CQcr'
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Impulsively, hardly knowing what I'm doing, I
reach out and touch hís wrist.

"I didn't mean to speak crossly. I--I,m

sorry about your

boy. "

Having spoken so, I feel lightened and
eased. He looks surprised and shaken, yet
somehow

restored.

(

She has no

sA,253

)

recollection of Lees' role as John in her hallucina-

tion, but she rea'lizes that

"I

somehow

he and her

feeling of loss are

left with the fee'ling that it was a kind of
mercy I encountered him, even though this gain is mingled mysteriously with the sense of loss which I felt earlier this morning"
interconnected:

(sA,253

am

).

As her strength and anger fade, Hagar begins the process of
accepting death and lÍfe. l,lhen she hears the results

of her X-

rays, she finds that she is able to resign herself, final
the inevitability of her death: "0dd. 0nly novl do

I

ly,

to

see that

what's going to happen can't be delayed indefinitely" (SA,Z54).
A part of thÍs acceptance
She

finds her opinions of

even able

to

speak

say. 'strong
He was

a

him considerably mellowed, and she

is

with pride" "'He vlas a big man, too,' I

as a horse. He had a beard black as the ace of spades.

handsone man,

replaces John

is seen in her memories of Bram.

a

in Hagar's

handsone man"'
dreams (SA,

(!A,Z7Z). Bram gradually

275), and finatìy

comes to
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represent the

light at

the end

of the tunnel--the light waiting

for her on the other side of the door, in the darkness. It Ís
Bram whom Hagar seeks when the darkness threatens to overcome her
dreams:

The light is on beyond that open door.
reach it, someone will speak. l.li'll the
voice be the one I have been listening for?

If I

l,lhat keeps him? He could surely say
sonething. It wouldn't hurt him, just to say
a word. Hagar. He was the only one who ever
called nn-fi-my name. It would-n't hurt him to
speak. It's not so much to ask.
(

The

final

understanding

ster singing

comes

"01d Hundredth"

to

Hagar as she

sA, 284-85

)

listens to the mini-

in the hospital:

I must always, always, have wanted that-simply to rejoice. How is it I never could?
I know, I know. Hol long have I known? 0r
have I always known, in some far crevice of ny
heart, so¡ne cave too deeply buried, too concealed? Every good joy I might have held, in
my man or any child of mine or even the plain
light of ¡norning, or walking the earth, all
were forced to a standstill by some brake of
proper appearances--oh, proper to whom? Hhen
did I ever speak the heart's truth?

(sA,292

)

She sees the waste caused by her pride and her unbending nature--

her fear of weakness, of death, of

life:
Ê

c

r)'1:

r
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Pride was my wÍlderness, and the demon that
led me there was fear. I was alone, never
anythÍng else, and never free, for I carried
my chains within rn, and they spread out from
me and shackled all I touched. 0h, nV two, my
dead. Dead by your ou.,n hands or by mi ne?
Nothing can take away those years.

(s4,292

)

This recognÍtion of the barrenness of her pride and strength
brings Hagar to her final admission of weakness--her admission of
her fear of death.
throughout her

It is this

ìife--the fear

fear present for her in

all

painful they

embodied

forms

she has recognized the errors
them however

fear which has crippled

may

of

in her mother's death,

weakness

of her life,
be, she

her

or emotion.

and has cmre

to

the

Because

accept

is able to perform her two

ultimate acts of acceptance--her admission of

weakness--

I can't say it. Now, at last, it becomes
for me to mouth the words--I'm
fi ne. I won't say anythi ng. I t's aboÏiTTÍme
T-Tãarned to keep my mouth shut. But I don't.
I can hear rry voice sayÌng something, and it
impossÍble

astounds

me.

"I'm--frightened. Marvin, I'm so frightened--tt

and her

act of

he was a

compassion towards Marvin when she

better son than John was:

(s4,303 ),

tells him that
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I

see I am thus strangely cast, and perhaps
have been so from the beginning, and can only
release myself by releasing him.

It's in my mind to ask his pardon, but

that's not what

he wants from

me.

"You've not been cranky, Marvin. You've
to me, always. A better son than

been good
J

ohn. "

(sA,304)

is unable to acknowledge the truth of this statement to herself, but at'least she recognizes her notive behind the words when

She

calls it "a lie--yet not a lie, for Ít was spoken at least and
at last with what may perhaps be a kind of love" (54,307). ThÍs
she

is as close as Hagar ever comes to admitting that she loves someone. When Marvin comments to the nurse that Hagar is "a holy
terror" (54,304), she is at peace with herself, and ready at last
to dìe: "LÍstening, I feel 'like it is more than I cou'ld now reasonably have expected out

of'life, for he has spoken with such

anger and such tenderness" (54,305).

l,lit}t her acceptance of her
made, Hagar

life,

and the mistakes she has

is able to accept death in a way which was never pre-

viously possible. Unfortunately, her acceptance

comes

too late to

in her life time. She cannot amend the ways of
her past, and she is unable to relive her life as she might have
be of much benefit

it.

There

is,

however, a ìimited optimism,

or as Margaret

fìoD'
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Laurence has termed

fate.

it,

a

"modified optimism"S about Hagar's

As Joan Hind-Smith corments

in

Three Voices:

Although Hagar never achieves her potential or
the rewards she longs for, Margaret Laurence
makes it plain that life exists in the strug9le, not in the achievement--and Hagar is
never du'lled or bowed by the hardships and
sorrows that besiege her. The book is a cele-

bration of life, not in spjte of
nature, but because of it.o

its

tragic

last action is a continuation of this struggle of life-she will not "go gentle into that good night." l,lilliam H. New de-

Hagar's

scribes her

final struggìe: "Her reaction to death is

one both of

defeat and triumph, for as earlier she has been continually sur-

assured

that death Ís'quite

an

event.'

life,

so

is

she

She meets

it

as

prised by the suddenness and shortness of

at last

an

event".7

I

her. I

only defeat myse'lf by not accepting
knor

this--I

know

it

very

well.

But I

can't help it--it's my nature. I'ìl drink
from this gìass, or spill it, just as I
choose. I' l'l not countenance anyone el se's
holding it for me. . .

to

I

wrest frcm her the glass, ful I of water
for the taking. I hold it in rry own

be had

hands. There. There.
And then--

(sA,308)
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this action is Ínterpreted as an acceptance of life, of
Iove, of alI the "weakness" which Hagar denied wÍthin herself;

Hhether

or whether it

is

interpreted as the

final

curably stubborn, often self-centred, old

that this Ís her final action, and that
acknovledgement

of life

and

death.

fina'lly face the

grasping act
woman;

of an in-

the fact

remains

it reflects, finally,

her

It is the last moment of a

tried to
avoÍd all her life, and Hagar's actions are, most likely, more
out of fear at this point than out of stubbornness. And yet,

woman who

must

darkness which she has

is an element of hope in her action: even in the face of
death Hagar strives for life. This is a final example of the
indomitable nature of Hagar ShÍpley, and the final incanplete
there

sentence

of the novel gives the reader a sense of continuation.

This nay not be the end, but a
l.lhat happens

after death is

new beginning on

always open

a different level.

to speculation.

r\^at4
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Chapter Four
A

Jest of

God

and

The Fire-Dwe'llers

A

,lest of

fire-Dwel'lers are considered together
in this chapter because the protagonists, Rachel carneron (,JG) and
God and The

stacey MacAindra (FD), are

sisters.

Throughout the course

of

the

novels, they aìlude to one another, each with evaluations which
vary considerably frcrn what the other believes to be true. White
Stacey worries about

a diet to lose weight, Rachel thinks, "stacey

takes after Mother, and in consequence has a good figure. 0r had.

I

haven't seen her since the last two were born" (q9,11). Rachel

sees Stacey's existence as the

ideal state of being--husband, home

family: "It's all right for Stacey. She'd laugh, probably.
Everything is all right for her, easy and open. She doesn't apand

preciate what she's

99).

got.

She doesn't even know she's

got

it"

(JG,

of Rachel as being the clever one
(F0,8), while she considers herself to be "badly off witj Grade
Eleven" (FD,61) and enrolls in courses which sound classy but which
she never completes (F0,4). Stacey sees Rachel as being free (FD,
Conversely, Stacey thinks

149), while she

is

trapped by her responsibilities as a mother: "I

¿ìoÕ,1

í
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don't

have any time

to myse'lf. I'm on du$ from seven thirty in

until ten thirty at night" (F0,172).
The one thing that the girls do agree upon is the unfaìrness

the morning

that Rachel

trapped

in

Manawaka. Rachel thinks enviously

right from the start what she wanted most,
was to get as far away frcm Manawaka as possible. She

of Stacey,
which

is still

"She knew

didn't lose a moment in doing it" (JG,11). Stacey thinks of
Rachel, "When

8).

Even

I

think you're

still

there,

I can't bear it"

(FD,

with this attitude, though, Stacey is not willing to

sacrifice too much of her time or herself for Rachel or her moth-

her.

Hhen she

learns that the two of them are moving to

Vancouver, Stacey's reaction

is basically a selfish

one:

But the fact remains that Rachel has had her
all alone all these years. l,le can have them
over for Sunday dinners, I guess, and pray it
won't be much more than that. That's a fine
think to say about your own sister and mother,
isn't it? But I can't help it, Mac.
(

The most important reason

for the two novels to

F0

,303

)

be considered

together, however, is that, since both Rachel and Stacey have the
same background,

death.

Death

parlour.

they share the same childhood experience with

for then is

From

associated with

their father's funeral

early childhood they are conscious of the inevÍta-
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bility of death, and it affects their outlook
In

life,

A

and

on

life.

Jest of God, Rachel confronts death every day of her

yet there is the

existence. she lives

sense

that she initialìy denies its

at the same
time attempting to ignore the ever-present countenance of death.
This sense of denia'l is common in Manawaka where even the flashabove the funeral chapel, while

ing neon sign over the "Japonica
an image which

death.

Funeraì

'

(JG,13) offers

is Ín keeping with the mass opfnion regarding

Near the beginnÍng

of the novel

Rachel comments, "A]t that

is for someone to delete the word funeral. A nas{ word,
smacking of mortality" (JG,13). At the end she is shown the new
remains

"Japonica Chapel" sign (JG,200), and hears Hector's explanation:

"'Everybody knows perfectly weìl

. .

so why say

200).

it's

a funeral estabìishment

so? Lots of people aren't

The townspeople may continue

to

keen on

cornes

.

that word"' (!g,

deny the presence

but Racheì, in the course of the novel,

.

of

death,

to accept the inevf-

tability of death and, because she is able to do this, finally to
accept life.
Rachel associates death with the shame she

feels at being

the

undertaker's daughter, "the embarrassment of being the daughter of
someone

with his stock-in-trade" (JG,13). The sense of

deve'lops

life,

in her childhood

remains

shame

that

with Rachel throughout her aduìt

making her a self-conscious, almost paranoid

individual,

un-

ât)n'
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abìe to function without considering publÍc opinion or appear-

ances. For Rachel, death is unmentionab'le, and there

lying

that

assumption

will cease to exist.

if

one

is

an under-

is successfu'l in ignoring death, it

Rache'l comments, "No one

in

dies, at least not on this side of the tracks.

Manawaka ever

l.le are

a gathering

of immortals. lle pass on, through Calla's divine gates of
and azure, perhaps, but we do not

die.

Death

is

topaz

rude, unmannerly,

not to be spoken to in the street" (JG,13).
Rachel's

shame

of death is further

compounded

by her parents'

attitude towards death and towards her father's business.
funeral parlour

The

is a place tinged with mystery and a sense of the

to as "those roqns on the ground floor there,
was toìd never to go" (JG,13). Her recoltections of the

macabre, referred
where

I

place are dim and inaccurate, as memories from childhood so often

are, and she explains, "I couldn't
couple

of times in

my

entire

life.

have been

in

He always

here more than

said,

when

I

a

hov-

is no place for you"' (JG,120). Her mother gives the
impression that death is dirty when she puts doilies on the fur-

ered, 'This

niture to protect

if

from her husband, "as though she

felt

his

in

his

hands could never be clean, considering what he handled

work" (JG,l.6), and she acts as an example to Rachel

in her inability to accept the fact that she will die (JG,195-96). There ís a

similar

sense

of denial of death's existence alluded to Ín the
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passage
dream

in which, as a child,

of death:

Racheì seeks comfort fol'lowing her

"The nnssengers

horsemen, the cloaked skeletons

I

of the apocalypse, the
dreamed

of once when I

gaunt
was quite

young, and wakened, and she said, 'Don't be foolish--don't

be

foolÍsh, Rachel--there's nothing there"' (JG,32). Her mother's
attitude of denial of the reality of death is similar;

when Rachel

tries to shut ft out: "She is clamped,
rigid, protecting herself against a'll comers" (JG,196). They
share even a feeling that death is, Ín some way contagious:

mentions death her mother

I

then that it was the efficacy
dead he feared for me, not knowing in
what way they might grasp and hold me, and i
wondered hov he himself could stay among them,
by what pov{er, and I feared for him, too. For
a long time, whenever she said 'Your father's
not feeling welì', I thought that was why-because he'd caught something, a partial

of the

death,

imagi ned

like a gêffi,

frcrn them.

(!9,120

)

For Rachel, then, death becomes associated with shame and de-

niaì,

and

this reaction is retained into her adult years.

uneasÍness she experiences

still

there, and

dreams

The

at entering the funeral parlour is

of the place haunt her sleep:

stairs descending to the place where I am
not allowed. The giant bottles and jars
stand there, bubb'led green glass. The silent

The

l:ôÕ.1
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people are there, lipstícked and rouged, pot{dered whitely like clowns. How funny they
ìook, each lying dressed in best, and their
eyes are glass eyes, cat's eye marbles, round
gìass beads, blue and milky, unwinking. He is
behind the door I cannot open. And his voice
--his voice so I knor he Ís lying there among
them, lying in state, king over the+. He
can't fool me. He says run abray Rachel run
away run away. I am running. . .

(¡G,19)

Rachel

is, in a sense, "running" throughout the novel, and

what she f'lees

is

her fear of her own mortality and of her

father's almost sinister liaison with death. Further, as in

a

dream, she has the sensation

of running but remaining constant-

ly in one place.

finds herself in the apartment

She always

the funeral parlour, with the

same doubts and

fears. Until

above
she

is able to open the door in her dream, and confront the reality
death, she cannot stop running. She remains haunted by the
and

fear of her childhood conceptions of
shame and

wards

it.

shame

death.

For Stacey, too, death in The Fire-Dwellers

with

of

is

associated

distaste as a result of her mother's attitude to-

When seeking

ience with death

in

the

admonitions and a sense

comfort or explanation

for

an earìy exper-

mutilation of a gopher, she receives only

of denial frqn her mother:

Stacey Cameron, eight'or nine, back from
pì ayi ng in the bush at the foot of the hil

l

6?

that led out of Manawaka. There was this gopher on the road, Mother, and somebody had
shot it with a twenty-two and all its stomach
and that was all out and it wasn't dead yet.
Pìease, dear, don't talk about it--it isn't

it couldn't and it wâs. Sh, it
I'm scaîeTTig['t nice. (t hurt, Mother.
fsrilTf¡în't nice.) (l hurt, you hurt, he
5?Eãttre only

hurts--Sh.

)

The unpleasant image

the statement that

tion given.

this

(FD,167-68)

of

death and suffering

it isn't

And so death

image and

nÍce; there

in

is

swept aside wÍth

is no comfort or explana-

general comes

to be associated with

with her father's business, his handling of

death

as an everyday occurrence.

Unlike Rachel, Stacey does not need so much to

with her father's death.
was

alive,

shaped

his

Because Stacey was

come

to

terms

older when her father

she knew more about him, and about the events that

life.

to him, aìl

Hhile Rachel wonders, "Hhat could have happened

those years ago,

Stacey knows her

to

make him

that way?"

(,JG,56),

father's war stories: "father's war.

He spoke

just once. . . . Hê told nn about a boy of eighteen-hand grenade went off near him and the blast caught the kid between the legs. tt! dad cried when he told it, because the kid
didn't die" (P,6). Similarìy, Stacey is more awane of the problems in her parents' relationship than Rachel is. Rachel fina'lly
of it

once,

lîoor¡.
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accepts her lack

of knowledge:

"Whatever

it

was

that

with either of the+, their mysterÍes remain theirs.

happened

I

don't

to know" (!9,198). But Stacey recognizes theÍr problems-theÍr inabi'lity to communicate or to understand one another--and
need

reme¡nbers

her mother "trying to open the mortuary door, which

locked. Niall--you come upstairs
you're doing in there.

I

know

quit drinking. I

know what

And the low gentle

terrify-

and

you.

was

ing voÍce in rep'ly--You do? You really

t

'(F0,44).

Stacey, then, at least has sonn understanding of her parents

of her father's life and death. Her fear of
of life. Miriam Packer puts it this way:

and

death involves a fear

To live is to risk--to risk wanting, to
risk feeling, to rísk mourning and hoping--to
flirt with the dangerous fÍres of life and yet
not to be devoured by them. Cne of the central statements in Laurence's Manawaka novels
Ís related to the inevitability of life's dan-

gers and losses, and yet. the persistence of
Iife's renards and joys.l

She describes Stacey's

structive

fears: "She is afraid of fate, of the de-

povrers which might suddenly take

stroy her tenuous hold on securif on the
burdensome and consuming--is

Whìle Rachel's approach

a vicious turn and de-

lifê

r{hich--though

so

yet so precious'to her."2

to death takes the fonn of denial,

then, Stacey's attitude takes the form of self-defence: an open
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of death is a direct result of
childhood experiences, and of the world she lives in. Clara
confrontation. This
Thomas describes

awareness

her

the world of Stacey MacAindra:

Her environnent is an apocalyptic world of
sudden senseìess death: the child run over
at the corner of the street; Buckìe Fennick,
daring death, playing "chicken" with his diesel truck and finally dying when he confronts
the driver whose will stays steady fo¡ a fraction of a second longer than his own.J

Stacey remarks on her defence against thìs world--this possibility

of violent death: "as a kid I

used

to

Ímagine the dead men belovl

in the mortuary, conjure them up on purpose so they wouldn't take
me by surprise, although in reality I never saw even one of thsn"
(F0,215 ) .

Stacey's childhood fantasies of the mortuary are, like
Rachel's, carried over into her adult

here, though, in that, while Rachel

life.

There

is a difference

seerns incapable

of

escaping

the effects of the mortuary until the end of the novel, Stacey

has

already taken the positive action of leaving Manawaka and the nnr-

tuary behind. She recalls her last glimpse of the mortuary:

After Niaìl

Cameron's
grovrn and had her own

funeral, when Stacey was
children, she went in,

forced herself in, to banish the long-ago tenants once and for a'll, send them back to limbo

CQÔ'
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or even heaven, put them under that duti ful ly
fl ower-prinked earth where they had lain

years.

She soon

finds,

(9,235

however,

that

one

It is everywhere; even in the lives of

)

cannot escape death.

her own chil dren:

Ian thinks of death--how much? Some people
don't know they're ever going to die until
it happens to them, but lan knows he's going
to die. He knows that already. l,las it
Peter's death that taught it to him? 0r has
he known for a long time, Ín ways I don't know
anything about?

l,lith the real ization that her child faces the
faced as a

the

(FD ,215 )

same

thi ngs that

she

child, Stacey wonders if his reaction towards death is

same as

hers once was:

thinks of it as I've always thought
of it, wondering what form it would take for
me, what face it would wear, what moment in my
tine it would choose for our encounter, imagining it as sudden severed or seared flesh and
then again imagining it as sonething to be
fought for in senility when there isn't any
strength for even that battle and they keep
you going against your will on tubes and
oxygen, the total ÍndÍgnity, imagining it in
order to defeat Ít . . .
Maybe he

(FD ,215 )
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In order to live full lives,
come

Rachel and Stacey must both

to terms with death. In order to

Rachel must come

never

fully

cqne

to terms with death,

life.

She

memory

is so

to accept her father's death and his

understands her

father,

and because

his

intermingled with the funeral parlour, she associates her father,

or her misunderstanding of him, with death.
beginning

She cmments near the

of the novel:

It

never occurred to me to wonder abort him,
and whether he possibly felt at ease with
them, the unspeaking ones, and out of place
above in our house, things being what they
u,ere. I never had a chance to ask hin. By
the time I knew the question it was too late,
and asking it would have cut into him too
much.

(JG,13-14

)

It is Hector who helps Rachel to come to terms with her
father's life and death. She asks him, "l.lhy do you think he
stayed, Hector? Did he

like

them?" (JG,123). Hector answers that

her father probably "had the kind of

L24).

Joan Hind-Smith

not exactly the

writes,

life

he wanted

rþst"

(JG.

"It is Hector's opinion that it

dead wtrom Rachel's

was

father liked, but an absence of

living. A comparison between Rachel and her father hangs in
the air. Is she, too, afraid to touch life?"4 This is somethe

thing that Rachel had not previously considered--that her father

tj
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could have changed his

life

had he wanted things

differently:

The life he wanted most. If nry father had
wanted othenvise, it wou'ld have been other-

wise. Not necessarily better, but at least
different. Did he ever try to alter it? DÍd

I,

with mine? l,las that what he

needed most,

after all, not ever to have to touch any living thing? l,tas that why she came to life
after he died?

If it's true he wanted that life the
most, why mourn? [.lhy ever cease from mourni ng?
(,tc ,124-2

5)

It is this realization that helps Rachel on the path of selfrecognition and acceptance. She sees that she will never know al'l
the answers about her father, but his I ife was hls own and he

lived

it his oh,n way. l.lith this awareness

father die in peace.

l,lhen she

can sense the change--more

she

is

abìe to

let

returns to the funeral parlour,

in herself than in the surroundings:

Everything looks just the same, but nor it
does not seem to matter much that my father's
presence has been gone from here for a I ong

time. I can't know what he was like. He
isn't here to say, and even if he were, he

wouldn't say, itfly more than Mother does.
Whatever

o{lì.

was

that

happened

r

with either of

their mysteries remain theirs. I don't
to know. It isn't necessary. I have my

them,
need

it

her

(JG,198 )

she

i.) i-¡
--
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When

Hector and Rachel discuss her fathen, they both knov

that

it

is really herself that she is speaking about when she says, "He
probably did do what he wanted most, even though he might not have

it. But maybe what came of it was something he hadn't bargained for. That's always a possibility, wÍth anyone" (JG,199).
Hector asks Rachel if she is sure that she Ís ta'lking about her
father and Rachel admits, "No, I guess not, or not only" Uq,
known

1gg).

of death is

in her acceptance of her father's death, so her acceptance of life is an acAs Rachel's acceptance

knowledgement

within her.

embodied

of the possibility of life,

When

she suspects

Kazlik's chi1d, she is torn

and

ultimately death,

that she is pregnant with

beb'¡een

Nick

her inhibiting fears and her

ìife to something.
There is a sense of the miracle in her realization, "I cou'ld bear
a living creature. It would be possible" (JG,163). Her fears of
desires to give birth to a child--to give

social reprisal

make

the possibility of having a child unthink-

able: "I can't bear it, that's all. It isn't to be borne. I
can't face it.

I can't face them" (,1G,165). 0n the other hand,
she cannot picture herself destroytng ttri, life within her: "I am
not going to lose it. It Ís mine. I have a right to it. That is
the only thing I know with any certainty" (JG,173).
It is not until Rachel determines to give birth to the life

âoo4
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within her that she discovers she is harbouring a non-lÍfe--a

form

of death. It is ironic that during the doctor's examination
Rachel thinks

of the child's causing her death:

"And now

I

think

for the first time that maybe it will kill re after a'll, this
child. Is that what I am waiting for? Is that what is waiting
for me?" (JG,179). Yet, when she is told of the tumour, her reaction is one of panÍc: "0h mV Ggd. I diC!'t bargain for this. Not

ity of li fe withÍn
and is confronted with the possibility of death, all Ín one

f¡jå"

(,¡G,180). She has lost the possibil

her

instant. Through her confrontation with death, though, comes the
recognition of just how shalìovr and pointless her life has been:
"All that.
become

a

this at the end of Ít. I

And

fool.

Yet

I

was

afraid that

I

might

could almost snile with some grotesque

at that fool of a fear, that poor fear of fools,
now that I really am one" (.1G,181). She can face her own deati at
líghtheadedness

this point, more than she can accept the life

she has

lived.

She

recognizes the "non-ìife" she has had, and when she has recovered,
she

is

impressed

mere

existence.

'life

has become

with the necessity of living--of having rore
She accepts

than

this realization, thÍs challenge that

for her.
Through this acceptance of ìife, and through her cuning to
terms with death, Rachel is able to begin to "live" at last. She
is able to take her own initiative, to contro'l her own life, to
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override her mother's whining and self-centred approach to
and even

to accept the fact that her mother will die eventually,

no matter what pains they may take

isn't

up to

nn. It

never

was.

I

to delay the inevÍtable: "It

can take care, but only

I'm not responsible for keeping her
sqne enormous

sense

life,

alive. There is,

relief in this realization" (JG,195).

that, as Rachels put it, "I

am

some.

suddenly,

There

Ís

the

the mother now" (JG,184).

of this realization:
"The words she murmured under anaesthetic, become real to her.
They are her key to a degree of freedom and an acceptance of herself as she is, no tragic heroine, but an ordinary foolÍsh mortal.
Clara Thomas comments on the-significance

. . . Her choices are human and humanìy limited, but she does have
choices and she makes one

of them--the decision to [þve."S

And so Rachel stops "sending

out [ner] swaddled embryo wishes for

nothing to happen" (JG,186), and

is prepared for the possíbilities

of the future:

I may becone, in time, slightly ¡nore eccentric
all the time. . .
I will be different. I wiìl remain the
same. . . . I will be loneìy, almost certainly. I will get annoyed. . . . I will be
afraid. Sometimes I will feel light-hearted,
sometimes ìight-headed. I may sing aìoud,
even in the dark. I will ask myself if I am
going mad, but if I do, I won't know Ít.

(Jc,201-02

)

tìÐnì
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life is her awareness that
she may always be alone--"It may be that my children will a'lways
A part of Rachel's acceptance of

be temporary, never

to be held. But so are everyone's"

Stacey MacAindra has the husband and chÍldren
and

that

(JGr201).

Rache'l lacks,

this provides an interesting contrast in terms of the matura-

tíon of the

bvo women. Stacey, too, must learn

to accept the fact

that her children are only temporarily hers, and cannot be denied

their

own

Not

lives.

all

individuals are emotionally crippìed through a chi'ld-

hood experience

with death. Stacey's inabìlity to adiust Ís

first

counterbalanced by her children's

their

consequent adjustment

to Ít.

counters death and dea'ls with

it

encounters

Each

with death and

of Stacey's children

en-

emotfonally, in his or her own

way. Although the long-teñn effects of their

experiences are out-

side the scope of the novel, the short-term effects are enlightening and hint

ience
each

to

at the possible future manifestatÍons of the exper-

in their lives,

and the

attitude towards

lÍfe

and death that

child develops. Unlike her mother, Stacey at least

cqnmunicate

attempts

with the children, to help them understand

--rather than avoiding the subiect by saying that
This is especially

and cope

it isn't

nice.

difficult at times, because the chi'ldren are

not always willing to speak to her about their thoughts and feeli ngs.

7?

For Ian the

first

encounter

friend's beîng hit by a car. At

with death is through his

first

there

new phenomenon which he cannot understand

is a sense that this

will be minimized

and

will disappear, if he denies its significance: "Can't you
just shut up about it? He was dumb, see? Nobody but a moron
would run out into the avenue after a footba'lt. It doesn't happen
perhaps

that easy unless guys are pretty

finds,

that he can no longer

however,

when he

dumb"

(FD,116-17). Ian

deny the presence

soon

of

death

is involved in a near-accident similar to Peter's fatal

one. Duncan describes the incident:
He

he

bawled. He never bawls, does he,
did. I saw him. . .

Mum? But

A bunch of us kids were playing out on
the Crescent after schooì, and lan went out on
the road after the football, only he didn't
see this car caning, and it just missed him.
He said he didn't want to pìay any more and
when I went to look for him, he was in the
basement, bawl îng.

Ultimately,
accept the

is

(FD,214 )

it is Duncan's near-drowning which helps lan to

inevitability of death. His reaction to the accident

more open than the anger and denial so obvious

encounter wÍth

death: "Ian

because he does

does not say

in his first

anything.

He

turns away

not want Stacey or the university student to

see

ÂQO?/'

./
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his face. But Stacey sees that hÍs shoulders are shaking with
his dry sobbing, which he has to deal with himself" (p,Zg4J.
they return to the beach lan

When

is at peace with himself,

the sea, and with the possibility of death:

to the sea, Ian wÍl1
be responsible.
be an

insult to

keep an eye on

"Ian. If

with

Duncan goes

him. But he doesn't want to

I don't blame him. Maybe he only thinks it

Duncan,

to watch over him" (F0,297).

would

He has

a

long way to go, and probably additional encounters with death to
contend wÍth before he has

fu'lly matured, but he has made a posi-

tive start in his acceptance of death as a part of life. He is
able to continue living in the presence of possible death, without letting fear cripple him or paralyze his emotional deveìopment.

The death

of lan's friend

Duncan; however,

Ít

has

little

becomes obvious

sibitity of death, when he cries

apparent

that he is

at.tarË

sense

die Mum? Ian says you die

of

Duncan's denia'|,

of the posrusp

too

if it's rusty" (9,117).

The

was

his not wanting to associate with death

or the possibility of death,

become apparent

which Matthew, the boy's grandfather,

faìls

accident reminds Duncan that his grandfather
being who wil'l die one

on

mrre frqn fear than fron pain,

"Nail sticking out of the wall--didn't see it--it

will I

effect

day. This

reminder

in the incident Ín

on the

is

stairs.

an aging

The

human

of mortality is

some-

\/

¡v

-r

¡
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thing which Duncan cannot or does not wish to accept:
looks once again at Matthen.

"Duncan

. . . Then he looks away, as though

for his eyes" (q,280).
It Ís his wn near-drowning which helps Duncan to accept the
inevitabilíty of death. There is, at first, still a sense of denial--a sense that the incident can be filed somewhere in the back
of the mind where it will disappear into the past. But when Mac

he has witnessed something not intended

makes

the simpìe conment, "Next time you better watch out for your

footing" (F0,296), the words "next time" trigger a forced
edgement

acknowl-

of the situation:
This is not something that Duncan has
previously considered. Stacey, standing in
the doorway, examines his face and wonders if
he has taken for granted that the sea and himself will in the future no longer be on any
kind of terms.
(

Duncan must acknowledge

FD

,296

)

the presence of the sea--the possi-

bility of death and his own mortality: "After a while, as though
it is something he knows has been laid upon him and which he cannot deny, he walks by himself along the wet reaches of the

sand

to the sea" (ry,2971. He accepts and faces his own mortality
by going into the sea which has almost claÍmed him (F0,298), and
down

there

is a sense that, as he wades into the sea, so will

he wade

TQÕ?
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into his

life, his future. Duncan has made the initial

acceptance

of death. Like lan,

he has a long way

step in

to go in

matur-

ation, but he has made a healthy start.
Katie's

first

encounter wíth death,

in the

episode

of

Mrs.

Fogler and the goldfish, produces a reaction of fear and bewi'lder-

at the spectacle of Mrs. Fogìer, than at the actua'l
fate of the goldfish. Stacey describes Katie's condition: "She

ment, more

crying, but her voice is strained and there is a kind
of bewilderment in it" (F0,208). Katie tells stacey the story:
has stopped

Mrs. Fogler was kneeling beside the table
where tfie fishbowl iS, and she was holding Jen
on a chair, I mean she had her hands on Jen's
shoulders and wouldn't let her get down, and
Jen was sort of squirming to get away and Mrs.
Fogler was making her look. And the big goldfish had killed the other one and it was . . .
( FD

The confusion she

for

.

,208

feels is not a result of the goldfish's

)

death,

she questions Stacey about Mrs. Fogler, not about the unkind-

ness

or harsh real ity of

nature.

of death becomes apparent onl.y after Mrs.
Fogler's suicide attempt, and then it Ís a fear of losing those
close to her that Katie exhibits, a fear of the uncontrollable,
The underlying fear

of death. Katie's reaction to the suicide atfrqn a casual manner, "Under the flippancy of her

undeniable aspect

tempt progresses

åocì1
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voice there seems to be an undertone of something eìse, perhaps

fear" (FD,273), to

of concern, "0h wel l, that,s the

an e'lement

isn't it? . . . . you never read the papers? Mum-will she be a'll right?" (F0,2731, and finally to her fear for her
usual gimmick,

own

mother. Her words are hesitant, witå an a'lmost pleading qual-

ity:

"Mum?

Ipause]

. . . Don't ever pull that stunt lpauseJ ]ike

will you?"

she did

(FD,273).

Katie's imminent acceptance of death and of

life is apparent

in her ability to comfort stacey in her distress (FD,z73). stacey
recognizes this strength in her daughter, and she feels that
Katie's strength and acceptance wil'l pull her through, that she
will survive and come to terms with life and death without letting
them overwhelm

her:

"0ne day she

will

have

to take over as the

mother" (q,273 ).
Because Jen

is

unable

to

express any

out the novel, the effect of her

first

of her thoughts

encounter

through-

with deatjr is

difficult to measure and must be surmised frcrn her subsequent actions. It would appear from her initial reaction to the goldfish
Íncident (F0,208) ttrat once the uncomfortableness of the situation

to return to her normal self, leaving Stacey
to wonder exactly what effect, if any, the episode had on her:
has passed, Jen seems

"l,lhat's

it

done

to Jen?

Maybe

nothing; maybe something I'11 never

know, something concealed, some unknown

fear that'll be part of
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her mental baggage from now on.
can you ever

tell

...

she doesn't look

upset.

what's going on in anybody else,s head?,,

How

(e,

209-10).

it is Duncan's near-drowning wtrich ultimately makes
some impact on Jen when she is left, momentarily forgotten, on the
Again,

to witness her brother's "death," and to witness her
mother's fear and grief. Again, no description is given of
beach

probable panic

that

beach

is,

instance

all is given frqn
But the image of the little girl on the

goes on

stacey's perspective.

perhaps, more

(q,291).

dent on Jen

the

in Jen's

young mind;

effective than words could ever be in this

The only clue given

of the effect of the inci-

is that she is even rore quiet, morre speechless than

usual (F0,295); even her babylike gibberish has stopped momentari

lv.
l/hatever the long-term effect of the incident may be, the

short-term effect

is that Jen begins to speak. It is significant

that Jen begins to speak just as Stacey fÍna'lly

comes

to

terms

with herself as she is:

I

used to think there would be a blinding
flash of light someday, and then I would-be
wise and calm and would know how to cope with
everything and ry kids would rise up and call
me blessed. Now I see that whatever I'm like,
I'm pretty well stuck with it for life. Heltof a revelation that turned out to be.

nÇoî

,.ruu-
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into the house. Jen is

Stacey goes back

in the kitchen and has dragged a chair over to
the sink, climbed up on it and filled her

plastÍc teapot frcrn the

for

Stacey

to

see.

Hi, Mum. l,lant

tap.

it

She holds

up

tea?

Stacey stares. Then, quickly, she recovers and manages nonchalance.
l,lhat did you say, Flower?
l,lant

tea,

Mum?

Why--yes, thanks,

Jen. I'd love some.

(FD,298-99)

Jen, ín the course of her short ìife, has had to adjust to
than the average chiìd might be expected

to,

and the

more

act of

speak-

ing exhibits her adjustment to her experiences and her

acceptance

of them.

it

Her speech may have been slow

nonetheless, a positive step forward

in

coming, but

in life

and

is,

in Jen's

coping

with life.

In

The Fire-Dwellers, then,

with their

first

encounter

all the children

with death in their

come

own

to terms

ways. There is

a sense that the chîldren have adjusted to the threat of
more

readily than stacey has, for she has

out being able to

fears.

life"

come

She cor¡nents

to

at

tevms

one

death

reached adulthood with-

with her own mortality or her ovn

point, "I'm frightened to death of

G0,244), whereas the children have accepted death as a
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part of 'life, without letting their
them emotional

knowledge

of death cripple

ly.

stacey describes her state of fear and paranoia as an example

of "pre-mourning" (IL,11). She has recurring ftashes of her
family in danger, hence the motif of the "Ladybird" nursery rhyme
(F0,3). She tries to Ímagine what fonn death will take for her,
"imagining it in order to defeat it" (FD,Z15). At one point she
wonders:

l,that'll it be like to die? Not able to
breathe? Fighting for air? 0r letting everythi ng sì ide attray, seei ng shapes I i ke shadows
that used to be people, nothing real because
in a minute you won't be rea'l any more?
(FD,129 )

She

thinks of the worst possible things that could happen, and

is alurays unprepared when something terrible does occur.
She is unprepared for lan's friend being hit by a car, and can
only panic, "running crazily, until she reaches the big dark-

yet

she

green frann house

with gabled roof and screened front porch"

(FD,

13). She is unprepared for Katie and Jen's epÍsode with the goldfîsh (F0,208-10), for Buckle's death (FD,Z31), and for
near-drowning

at the

beach

Duncan,s

(q,291). In spite of her efforts

to

shield herseìf and her family, then, the reminders of death keep
intruding into her world, in the

news broadcasts, and

in her own
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everyday

life.

Allan

Bevan corrnents

that this

"awareness

of

the

ever-present threat of death helps to create the helì in which
Stacey

Ê

lives."'

Stacey's problem, primariìy,

live a full life, but she is

is that she wants to cope, to

unable

to

because

of her fear of mor-

tality. She cannot accept that she will age and die, that she
will not always be present to protect her chi'ldren, that her
children will not always be near to her protection. Essentiaìly,
to Ís a desire to stop time, to protect her
little world from the ravages of time and reaìity. This, of

what her fears amount

course,

is impossible.

She cannot stop

time, and she cannot pro-

tect her children frqn the realities of'life, frun growing
One

of the first

Stacey has
when

is

moments

of insight Ínto herself

the realization that "everything

will

up.

which

be

just fine

I'm eighteen again" (FD,t75). There is a feelÍng that

the

past was a better time--she was young, and free, and attractive,
whereas now everyone appears
much

tiful

to be able to

cope

with the world

better than she. Her neighbour, Tess Fogler, is always
and poised:

Tess is still in her housecoat, but being tall
and slender looks as though ready to receive
the Peruvian ambassador. Tess's hair is honey-blond and even this early Ín the day is
done in a flawless French roll. . .

so

beau-
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...

How

does she always 'look so.

Her husband's boss, Thor,

.

.

(FD,5

)

is the picture of assurance:

. he carries himself carefully straight as
though he practices [sicl every morning in
front of a full-'length mirror. . . . His features have cl earìy been scul ptured by an expert, and his hair is silver. Above the outjutting jaw and the young face, the silver
hair forestedly flourishes, a lion's share of
it which he tosses imperially back as they
walk along a slippery hall.

(FD,38-39

Even

her husband accepts the responsibilities of family

his job without question or

)

lÍfe and

doubt:

It's real.

His acceptance of the responsibi'lhe took on ìong ago when he never suspected what they might mean. He doesn't intend it to be a gun at my head. 0r if he
does, Ín some crevice of his mind, he doesn't

ities

know.

(FD,64 )

Those around her

all

appear

to be able to cope, while Stacey is

filled with self-doubt and fear.
It is not until she realizes that others
same

are

filled with the

doubts--the same fears and questions--that she reaìizes

she

âco.t

iJrJU-;
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is not alone as she seemed to be. when Tess attempts to corunit
suicide, stacey is shocked, unbelieving: "How many things added
up? But I didn',t get the message either. l'lhy didn't I? I always
envied her

for

(Q,271).

when she discovers

being so glamorous.

I

couldn't see anything else,'

that Thor

a child that everyone used to laugh at
amazed

is real'ly

vernon winkler,

when she was young, she

is

that he is probably afraid of her because she might have

recognized him:

of thunder. Vernon Hinkìer. . . . How can
I tell Mac, and what will I say? you,ve been
scared by a strawman. How could aEb-õ@Effid,
at least thäre is sôme
dignity in being scared of genuine demons.
Aren't there any demons tefi in hell? How in
God

hell

can bre live without

them?
(FD ,269 )

finds, too, that Mac has doubts about himseìf, about his abilities. And yet in the face of these doubts, he continues to cope

she

with his problems: "0dd--Mac has to pretend he,s absolutely
strong, and now I see he doesn't believe a word of

it

and never

has. Yet he's a whole lot stronger than he thinks he is.
they all are. . . . Maybe even I am!' (pr285).
As Stacey discovers

ble coping with
ance

life

Maybe

that others are having just as much trou-

as she

is,

she begins

of herself. she realÍzes that

to come to an accept-

she cannot stop time,

or re-
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turn to the past; that

time continues,

that people

change and

things happen. She begins to face the realities of

ultimateìy, of

life,

and,

death:

The fun

is over. It's

been over

for

some

time, only you didn't see it before. No--you
saw it al'l right but you couldn't take it.
You're nearly forty. You got four kids and a
mortgage. . . . It would be nice if we were
different people but we are not different
people. l,le are ourselves and we are sure as
hell not going to undergo some total transformation at this point. o . . I can't stand
it. I cannot. I can't take it. Yeh, I can,
though. By God, I can, if I set my mind to it.

(FD,289 )

She

realizes, also, that she cannot protect the children

from

everything--that they will have to face the world just as she did.
Stacey says:

It's partly fear of the unknown, this, with
me. But Ít scares me all the same. I don't
know what to tell Katie. I have the feeìing
that there isn't much use, at this point, in
telling her anything. She's on her own, so
help her. So help her. At least n¡r mother
had the consolation of beìieving herself to be
unquestionably right about everything. 0r so
I've always thought. Maybe she didn't either.
(

She may be

FD,302

)

thinking about Katie; however, the thoughts cou'ld

be
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applied to

all of her children--to all of her life.

Hith this discovery and acceptance of her ìife--this realiza-

tion that

it will

go on no matter hov she tries

to alter or escape

is able to confront her own mortality. As with
Rachel, there is no "happy ending" for the dilermas of life. Instead, there is a recognition of what life is al I about: "l,lil I
from it--Stacey

the fires go on, inside and out? Until the

moment when

out for me, the end of the wor'ld. And then

I'll

they go

never know what

in the next episode" (FD,307). The doubts, the fears,
the everyday occurrences will continue. In the meantime a'l'l she
can do is to continue to cope as best as she is abìe. l,lith the
acceptance of these facts of life and death, she Ís able for the

may happen

first
ity.

time, to consider her own mortality as a definite possibÍlShe now looks on death and recognizes

its inevitability.

No one is indispensable. Maybe not, but it's
myself I'm thinking about, as well as them. If
I could absorb the notion of nothing, of total
dark, then it would have no power over me.
But that grace isn't given. My last breath
will be a rattle of panic, while some strange
,face or maybe the known one hovers over me and
says Everything's all right. Unless, of
course, it meets me with violent quickness, a
growing fashion.
(FD ,307 )

Stacey's

ability to accept the inevitability of death,

then,
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also makes her able to accept her

life,

past, present, and future.

trivialitÍes aren't so bad
after all. Theyrre something to focus on" (F0,307), is really
not so different frcrn Rachel's "I will ask myself if I am going

stacey's admission, that "Maybe the

if I do, I won't know it,, (!9,202). BotJr will focus on
the little things, more or less, and let the big things take care

mad,

but

of themselves.

Margaret Laurence comnents on the fates

of

Rachel

and Stacey:

finds within herself an abilÍty to
survive--not just to go on living, but to

Each

change and

to

move

into

new areas

of life.

Neither book is optimistic. Optimism in this
world seems Ímpossibìe to ne. But in each
novel there is some hoge, and that is a different thing entirely./
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Chapter Five
A

A Bird

Bird in the

House

in the House has a unique place Ín the fiction of

Margaret Laurence; Kildare Dobbs describes

it

as "a kind of

portrait of the artist as a young. gi rl ."' Dobbs
writes, "A Bird in the House is a sequence of stories that explores themes of death and disillusion as they impinge on the
1

Canadìan

mind

of a child."2 In a taped intewiew Laurence

confirms

this analysis of the stories within this collection, calling them
"the only autobiographical fiction I have ever written. But most
of these stories are more or less as it happened to me as a child
and these deaths come in.

these stories that

this

as a

kid."3

I

began

...
to

The stories

and

it

was only through writing

see how deeply

I

was affected by

within the collection

deat

primarily with vanessa Mcleod's maturation as she comes to

terms

with her past through an acceptance of her grandfather and, ultitimately, through an acceptance of her own self and her mortality.

In her book rhe Manawaka world of

Margaret Laurence, clara

co¡rnents on the autobiographical nature

of this

Thornas

work:

Her [Laurence's] own growth from a child's
awareness_of the.small, tight world of family
to an adoìescent's understanding of the
widening círcles of the world around her Ís

n()o,t
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paralleled by Vanessa McLeod's. The deaths of
her own parents, the changes made first by
loss and grief and then, inevitably and
relentlessìy, by the practical circumstances
of her life, are present in Vanessa's story,
certainly not in exactitude of detail, but

certainly in truth of spirit.4

In her early childhood

Vanessa

is able to use her imagi-

nation and creativity to keep the reality of death separate frcrn
her reality as a

chi'ld. Because

is conscious of the presence
yet

she tends

is a doctor, Vanessa
of death and suffering in the world,

to romanticize it.

her father

By

fictionalizing

death Vanessa

it effectively from the rea'l world and into a
make-beìieve world where it can pose no threat to her.
is

able to remove

A good example of Vanessa's use

of this

defense mechanism is

in "The Sound of the SÍnging," when she speaks of Mr. Pearl,
whom her father is treating: "He's dying with pneumonia. I'11
bet you he's spitting up blood this very second" (Ë,16). She is
found

suddenly overwhelmed by the

real possibilities of what she has

said, and turns ir¡nediately to the protection of fictionalizÍng
the incident:
DÍd people spit blood with

pneumonia?

All at once, I could not swallow, feelìng as
though that gushing crimson were constricting
my own throat. Something like that would go

well in the story I was currently making up.
Sick to death in the freezing log cabin, with
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haì f-breed

--an

no,

(

woman)

y cl uEñd'

(8H,16

By turning the incident

into a story,

tance betvleen herself and

reality.

Vanessa puts

From

this

This defense rechanism has the
gets too near to

home

or

added

becomes

a safe dis-

vantage

is able to act as a spectator of death without

)

point,

she

becoming involved.

benefit that,

if

the story

too real to vanessa, she

is able

to stop the story at any poÍnt she wishes. Old Jebb never actua]ìy has to die. She can leave him in a state of suspended animation indefinitely with her "and so on," or she can alter the story
so that the outcore suits her purposes: Old Jebb could experience
a remarkable recovery.
For this reason, death as a reality ræans
Even

little

the sources of her imagined concept of death ar€

to

Vanessa.

removed from

her rea'l worìd, her romantic fabrications being derived frcrn the
only major literary work available to her, the Bible:

I was much occupied by the themes of love and
death, although my experience of both had so
far been gained principal ly frcm the Bible,
which I read in the same way as I read Eaton's
Catalogue or the collected works of Rudyard
Kipling--because I had to read something . . .

.
(8H,64

)

Êoc;:
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The death scenes

in

her

writing are far

removed from

the possi-

bility of death wÍthin her sphere of existence:
Yet the death scenes had an undeniable appeal,
a sombre splendour, with (as it said in "
Ecclesiastes) the mourners going about the
streets and al I the daughters of music brought
low. Both death and love seemed regrettably
far frqr Manawaka and the snow, and-my granä-

father stamping his feet.

..

.

(8H,65

)

is basically untouched by the reality of death; for as long as
she is able to look on death as a fantasy, or as a piece of her

she

own

imagination, it cannot touch

her.

Once death ceases

to

be

an

abstraction for her, though, her fiction has no power to protect
her from the reality of death.
The story "The Mask

of the Bear,' provides an interesting

of the child's first encounter with death Ín direct contrast to her abstraction of death. Because vanessa Ís so successexample

ful at isolating herself

reality of death, her first
counter with it comes as a shock to her. Her entire world is
frorn the

reality is affected.
"I had not known at aìl that a death would be like

shaken and her understanding

she ccrnments,

of life

en-

and

this, not onìy one's own pain, but the armost unbearable knowledge
of that other pain which could not be reached nor lessened" (BH,
g0-91 ) .
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At this point in her life Vanessa is unable to accept the
rea'lity or the finaìity of death. She says, "I did not fully
realíse yet that Grandmother connor would never move around this
house again, preserving

Íts uncertain peace somehow" (BH,g0). It

is the reactions of those who are near to her whÍch affect vanessa
even nKlre than

the death. she cannot visualize the reality of

for herseìf, but she can see its effect on those who mean
something to her. She sees for the first time a break in her
death

grandfather's stern exterior, and

Then, as

I

gazed

it terrifies

her:

at him, unable to take

in the sîgnificance of what he had saÍd, he
did a horrifying thing. He gathered re into

the relent'less grip of his arms. He bent low
over me, and sobbed against the cold skin of

rry face.

I

wanted on'ly to get away, to get as
away as possible and never come back.

far
(

In her mother's arms she is
sense

of disbelief

able

BH,79-80

to cry, but the questions

remain:

My mother held out her hands to me, and I
ran to her. She closed the door and led me
into the ìÍving room. l,le both cried, and yet
I think I cried mainly because she did, and

because

I

had been shocked by my grandfather.
could not believe that anyone I cared
about could really die.

I still

(BH

,80

)

)

and the
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to the death is disconcenting to vanessa,
a helplessness, or a sense of powerless-

Her Aunt Edna's reaction
because she experiences

ness

in the face of grief.

She has no way

to lessen the pain and

cries: "Then she put her head down on
the table and cried in a way I had never heard a person cry before, as though there were no end to it anywhere" (g[,81).
can onìy watch as her aunt

Her experience

romanticize

it,

and

with deati destroys Vanessa's ability to

to separate it from herself.

She

stiil

seeks

in her romantic fabrications from Ecclesiastes, but the
reality of the sÍtuation will not let her be freed of the presence
and the incongrui{ of death. She describes her attempt at her
own personal funeral service for her grandmother:
escape

I intended to read the part about the mourners
going about the streets, and the silver cord
loosed and the goìden bowl broken, and the
dust returning to the earth as it was and the
spirit unto God who gave it. But I got stuck
on the first few lines, because it seemed to
that
errse they
e.rvJ were
wst s vs
being
I ttY JP
spoken
{e, frighteninglyr
grandrnther' s mil d voice--Remember n
e

(Ë,83

"The Mask

)

of the Bear" deals with Vanessa's first actual

counter with death, although she had been near

occasion. The birth of

her

brother

in

en-

to death on another

"To Set Our House

in 0rder"
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startling

provides a

example

to

Vanessa

of the proxímÍty of birth

of the possibi'lity of 'losing her
mother, of the dangers Ínherent in birth, and of an earlier
and

death.

She beccrnes aware

of a sister lost at birth (8H,39,50), al'l in one traumatic
occurrence. She wonders at life's accidents, yet is unable to
episode

understand them:

I thought of the accidents that might
easily happen to a person--or, of course,
might not happen, might happen to somebody
else. I thought of the dead baby, rry sister,
who might as easily have been I. Would she,
then, have been lying here in my place. . .
I thought of my brother, who had been born
alive after
I

ife's

aìl, and now had been given his

name.

(8H,59)

Her secure world has been shaken, and there seems no way

to re-

it to îts original order: "I could not really conprehend
these things, but I sensed their strangeness, their disarray. I
felt that whatever God might love in this world, it was certainly
store

not order" (BH,59).

is increased through
Connor's death; and in "A Bird in the House," it is

This sense of disorder, of confusion,
Grandmother

heightened even more, so

that as Vanessa understands less,

she

fears more. From her father she'learns of her uncle's death in
the war, and this adds to the pain which she has

come to

nôof,

:j,t
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associate with death:

Unexpectedly, that day came into intense being
for me. He had had to watch his swn brother
die. . . . He would not have known what to do.
He would just have had to stand there and look
at it, whatever that might rean. I looked at
rry father with a kind of horrified awe, and
then I began to cry. . . . I needed him to
console me for this unwanted glimpse of the
pain he had once known.
(8H,93-94

)

It is into this world of doubt and fear that the sparrow
enters.

The sparrow,

for

Vanessa, nepresents the panicky, help-

less feeling that she herself
frenzied

movements

feels.

She sees

in the sparrow's

her own attempts to escape, to find the ansu,er,

a similarity which fills her witlr a panic equal to the bird's:

I

was

petrified. I

thought

I

would pass

out if those palpitating wings touched me.
There was something in the bird's senseless
movements that revolted me. I also thought it
was going

to damage itself, break one of

those

thin wing-bones, perhaps, and then Ít would be
lying on the floor, dying, like the pimpled
and horribly featherless baby birds we saw
sometimes on the sidewalks in the spring rtrtren
they had fallen out of their nests. I was not
any longer worried about the sparrow. I
wanted only to avoid the sight of it lying
broken on the fl oor.
(BH,102 )

¿ -
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It is to this

frightened and helpless young girl that Noreen

in her practical voice,

"A

bird in the

house means a death

says

in

the

house" (9I,102 ) .

0n her father's death, the
her mother share

grief

reaction which Vanessa

and

is the need for comfort, for someone with whom to

experience the pain
weeping, her

initiaì

first

of grief.

impulse

Hhàn Vanessa wakens

to her nother's

is to reach out, to touch, to share the

a'lmost physically by embracing and by being embraced:

I did not ask her, and she did not tell
anything. There was no need. She held me
in her anns, or I held her, I am not certain
which. And after a while the first nourning
stopped, too, as everything does sooner or
later, for when the limits of endurance have
me

been reached, then people must sleep.

The need

to comfort

and

(8H,107-08)

protect remains with Vanessa. She stays

close to her mother because she "had the feeling that she
my

protection.

I did not knor frorn what, nor what I

needed

could

possibìy do, but something held ne there" (Ë,108).

is a natural part of her
grief. Dr. Kubler-Ross writes that the witnessing of death always
includes some elements of anger, and cites an example of this
The anger which Vanessa experiences

phenonenon: "The five-year-old who loses his mother
blaming himself

for her disappearance

is

both

and expressing anger

at

her

âoo:r
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for

having deserted him and for no longer gratifying

is

his

needs."5

five years old at the time, but
she is frightened, confronted with something which she cannot

vanessa

understand

considerably more than

or control. In her grief she identifies

Noreen with

the incident of the sparrow, and with her own fear and helpless-

ness. llhen she strikes at

Noreen, then, she

is really striking at

her own feelings of inadequacy:
Looking at Noreen now, I suddenly recalled the
sparrow.- I felt physically sick, remembering
the fearful darting and plunging of those
wings, and the fact that it was I who had

the window and let it in. Then an
inexplicable fury took hold of me, some
terrifying need to hurt, burn, destroy.
Absolutely without warning, either to her or
to myself, I hit Noreen as hard as I could . .
. . as though she were a prison all around me
and I was battling to get out.
opened

(

It is her own 'lack of understanding

8H,109 )

which imprisons Vanessa,

though, and she remains imprisoned until she can accept death
come

to terms with life.
In Three Voices Joan Hind-Smith

!E

and

ccrnments

that "A Bird in the

is, among other things, Laurence's struggle to put [her

grandfatherl
and Margaret

in his place, to clear herself of his dornination,"6
Laurence corrments on her grandfather's place in the

work and within her consciousness:
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The

thing that interests

at this distance . . . .

me about

because

the oìd man

I'm sure that

he had an enormous influence not onìy on my
life and my character and everything, but on
my writing as welì, and what happened when I
wrote A Bird in the House--a'll those stories--

wtr@il'l

was
actively disI iked my grandfather al though he had been dead
for many years. By the time wrote the last

I

story I no longer detested him. In fact in
some kind of-peculiar grudging way I knew that

I

loved hÍm.r

Similarly, the greatest factor in Vanessa's coning to
with

life

and

tenns

with deat}r is her relationship with Grandfather

Connor. The process by which Vanessa reaches this acceptance of
her grandfather

is

remarkably

similar to the Jungian concept of

in the individuation provon Franz explaíns the concept of the Shadow:

the psyche's acceptance of the

cess. Marie-Louise

Shadow

little

[Tne Sna¿owJ represents unknown or
known attributes and qualities of the ego .
When an individual makes an attsnpt to see
his Shadow, he becomes aware of ( and often
ashamed of) those qualities and impulses he

..

denies jn hÍmself but can
peopl e.ö

Vanessa sees

plainly see in other

within Grandfather Connor a

number

of characteristics

which are undesirable, and which she wi'l'l not admit

with the old man. UltÍmately,

.

when she comes

to

sharing

to accept her grand-

father in "Jericho's Brick Battlements," she is also accepting the

u.J
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darker side of her own nature--she

Self, with the

sity of

is coming to terms with her

is. Dr. von Franz describes the necesone's Shadow, and coming to tenns with it:

person she

recognizing

Divining in advance whether our dark partner
symbolizes a shortcoming that we should overcorne or a meaningful bit of life that we should
accept--this is one of the most difficult
problems that Xe encounter on the way to
i ndi v i duati on.v

Throughout the

stories Ín the collection, the motif of

vanessa and Grandfather
From her

earliest

is

developed

memories Vanessa

to

show vanessa's maturation.

finds herself to be at

odds

with the old man--disagreeing with him, unwilling to admit he is

right,

always rebelling

at his overbearing nature.

"Step on a crack, break you grandfather's back"

thinks in a typical child-like

manner

ciate the sentiment she expresses.
atmosphere

of the Brick

grandfather stands

for,

(Ë,5),

Vanessa

it

and when forced

though nothing favourable would ever be

appre-

feels stifled within
represents

to

move

the

all that her

there after her

father's death, Vanessa feels trapped and negative:
(u,174

she says,

that her ¡nother would

She

House because

When

likeìy to

"I felt

as

happen again"

).

of being human, in his
grìef for his wife's death (8H,79-80), as he had in his objection
When

Grandfather Connor shows signs

vv

-_
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at having to be his brother's keeper (8H,33-35), vanessa is
to respond to the man, even though she feels the same way.
her indomitable nature

I

unable
Here,

is similar to her grandfather's:

at my grandfather's face, and
there such a bleak bewilderment that I
could feel on'ly shame and sadness . . . .
looked again

saw

He was right. It was not fair. Even I
could see that. Yet I veered sharply away
from his touch, and that was probab:ly not
fair, either. I wanted only to be by myseìf,
with no one else around.
(BH,35 )

The recognition
she must

of her feelings of

retreat to

recompose

sympathy leaves

her shaken;

herself, almost in the way in

Grandfather connor periodically retreats

to the

tection from the world and from any threatening

basement

which

for

pro-

change:

...

From his cave
the angry crunching of the
wooden rockers against the cement floor would

reverberate throughout the house, a kind of
sub-verbal Esperanto, a disapprova'l wtrich even
the most obtuse person could not fail to

comprehend.

(8H,62 )

There ane moments

of insight,

moments when she comes near

understanding and appreciating the old man.

connor retreats

to his

basement

When

to

Grandfather

shelter after his wife's funeraì,

f-'O Õ

r^
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of this escape to maíntaÍn his
image, his protective shield: "He was, in some way, untouchable.

vanessa recognizes the necessity

l,lhatever

his grief was, he did not want us to look at

did not want to look at
vanessa discovers the

it

it, either" (U,94). Similarly,

and

we

when

old car in the stable she considers Ít to

her retreat from the pressures of the house,

until the image of

Grandfather Connor invades her retreat:

All at once I

could hear that horn again,

loq9ty, Íl tw lread, and I remembered something
I didn't know I knew. o d . My grandfather waõ
sitting straight and haugh{ behind the steering wheel. And the car was flying. . . I

with love and glory at ry giant
grandfather as he drove hÌs valiant chariot
through all the streets of the world.

was gazÍng

(8H,178-79

Vanessa

)

is not prepared, at this time, to accept her grandfather

for the man he is, and
to deny the love which

I

so she attempts

to repress the memory and

once existed:

carefulìy. Then I climbed
and hauled myself back up into
the loft. . . . The loft was easier to get at.
There was more space here, really. It woutd
be_a better place to be mine than the garage
closed the door

to the rafters

bel ow.

(8H,179)

be
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It is Grandfather Connor's

death which brings Vanessa's

recognition of mortality to a head. She is unable to accept the

die: "I was not
sorry that he was dead. I was only surprised. Perhaps I had

fact that the man has died, or that
really

imagined

that

tal, in ways that it

he was

he could

inmortal.

would take me

Perhaps he even was irmor-

half a lifetime to

(8H,205). The funeral service forces

Vanessa

conprehend"

to recognize her

Grandfather, not the proud, impervious mask, but the man that
behind that mask.

In

"The Sound

his pioneer stories as dulì,

of the Singing,"

was

she describes

because she cannot reconcile the

story to the image of her grandfather which she has formed in her
mi nd:

I had been trained in both politeness and
prudence, so I always said "Gee" in an impressed voice, but it did not seem very exciting to
me. I could not imagine the store looking any
other way than it did now, a drab place fuìl of
kitchen utensi'ls and saw-blades and garden
tools and kegs of nails.

(BH,1o)

is even surprised when Aunt Edna describes Grandfather as a
pioneer (8H,23), and she abandons the novel she is writing: "If

she

pioneers were

like

@!, I

employed elsewhere"

had thought, nV pen would be better

(Ë,67).

So when, during

minister describes Grandfather as "one of

off

the funeral, the

Manawaka's pioneers"

FOÕl'i

- ü r.,_ .-
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(BH,2o4),

it

is

first time. It
the

as

if

Vanessa suddenly recognizes the man

for

the

is then that she wants to show some feeling for

man:

Suddenly the minister's recounti ng of these
familiar facts struck me as though I had never
heard any of it before.

I could not
could not.

cry.

I wanted

to, but I
(BH

Even the car gains new significance

,204

)

for vanessa. Earlier in

"Jericho's Brick Batttements" she describes the car in terms of
her earlier impressions of her grandfather:
He had never driven it very much and had
a.lways taken great care of it. perhaps he had
thought it_was too expensive to be used except
occasionally. 0r perhaps he had never grown
accustomed to the fact that it could not be
controlled by shouting.
(8H,177)

After the funeral she regards the car in terms of the man she has
come to recognize as her grandfather: "I wondered wtrat the car
might have meant to him, to the boy who walked the hundred miles

frqn I'linnipeg to Manawaka with hardly a cent in his pockets"
(8H,206). The image of the car is associated with the idea of the
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immortality of Grandfather connor, for vanessa: ',The memory of a
memory returned to me now. I remembered myself remembering driv-

ing in

it with hÍm, in the ancient days when he seemed as large

and admirable as God"

(U,206).

The

car, a symboì of

Grandfather

connor's endurance and success, has aged now, as the',god', himself
has aged and died:

The MacLaughì in-Buick had. al tered. Its
brown paintrvork had lost its lustre. The
beige and brown striped plush of the seats had
stiffened and faded. Rust greT{ on it like
patches of lichen on a gravestone.

dart

(

There

for

BH, 2os )

is no immortality, no lasting forever, either for

cars or

man, no matter what precautions are taken.

It

for the complete acceptance of the ways of
Grandfather connor--the ways of life and death. There is no flash
of insight or total knowledge. Instead, it is the result of an
accumulation of thoughts over the years. The exarnple of the bear
mask is an appropriate one. In "The Mask of the Bear,,,vanessa
describes an incident which occurs ín later life and wtrich, at the
same

takes tine

time, permits

some

insight into the past:

years later, when Manawaka was far
fron
me, in miles and in time, I saw one
?way
day in a museum the Bear Mask of the Haida
Many

r:nô.
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Indians. It was a weird mask. The features
were ugly and yet powerful. The mouth was
turned down Ín an expression of sullen rage.
The eyes were empty caverns, reveal Í ng
nothi ng.
(8H,87)

It is through this mask that Vanessa gains so¡fe sudden insÍght
into her grandfather--the
epi phany-l

ike

man who

wears the bearskin

coat--in

an

occurrence:

I looked, they seemed to draw my ov{n
eyes towards them, unti'l I imagined I could
see somewhere withÍn that darkness a look
which I knew, a lurking bewilderment. I
remembered then that in the days before it
became a museum piece, the mask had concea'led
Yet as

a man.

Uncle Terence

(g[,88)

ís the first

Grandfather Connori the

one

to penetrate the mask of

first to see that behind the

brusque exterior rvas a man who just might have needed love and
tenderness as much as anyone

else, but who was unable to

admit

this need for fear that it wouìd appear to be a weakness on hfs
part--for fear that he might be rqiected: "I don't believe Mother
ever realized he might have wanted her tenderness. l,{hy should

she? He could never show any of his own.
out with was anger" (8H,87).

All

he could ever

ccrne

It is this inner man whom Vanessa
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to recognize when she realizes that "the mask had concealed
a man," just as it is the inner man whom she begins to recognize
begins

at the funeral.
The

final

returns to

acceptance

of Grandfather Connor cornes when Vanessa

Manawaka twenty

years

sense, a pilgrimage, a search

faith.

She knows

later.

Her return

for faith or a reaffirmation of

that the trip might have some significance for

her, but she is not sure what the signÌficance wilì

alone. It

is, Ín a

be: "I

went

else. I was not even
sure it would have any meaning for me" (Ë,206). At the same time,
there is a sense of finality about the trip: "I sensed that this
would be my last sight of it, for there was nothing to take nre
would have no meaning

for

anyone

there any more" (8H,206). She returns to the Brick House for

one

last time--the house that was the base of her grandfather's pride,
the symboì of his success, the source of his protection. There Ís
a sense that, if anything should proclaim the man's immortality,
this house should do so. Vanessa remarks, "I did not look at
Grandfather Connor's grave. There v{as no need.
monument"

(8H,207). But, like the

shows signs

of aging, of

decay

man and

It

was not his

the car, the

with the passing of time:

The house had been I ived in by strangers for a
long time. I had not thought it would hurt me
to see it in other hands, but it did. I
wanted to tell them to trim their hedges, to

house
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repaint the window-frames, to pay heed to
repai rs.
(BH,207

Her attitude

to the new occupants is exact'ly

)

what Grandfather

to return to his
The house is slowly declinìng, and yet Ínmortality is

Connor's wou'ld have been, had he been able
monument.

not impossible.
Grandfather Connor 'lÍves on through his

children.

He

continues from generation to generation through memory.

this reaìization

which brings Vanessa to her

Grandfather Connor, and of

is will

life

and

final

It

is

acceptance of

death: that who and what one

continue through time, even in the face of death. And

the col'lection of stories ends with this acceptance, and acts

so

as

an introductÍon to the theme of the continuu¡n of time which is
developed

in

The

Diviners.

Vanessa concludes her maturation and

her acceptance wÍth the observation,

old

man,

"I

had feared and fought the

yet he proclaimed himself in ny veins" (8H,207). Ulti-

nately, then, Vanessa accepts the knowledge that she too will die
and yet that she too will go on living, through others, as
Grandfather Connor continues
The way

to live through her.

Ín which Margaret

Laurence

treats her mother's

death

in this collection of stories is interesting. It is understandable
that her real mother's death Ís not mentioned: the woman died

L07

when Laurence was

atmosphere

only four years old, and in a loving family

the grÍef and pain of that loss would heal quickly.

It

is her stepmother who appears in A Bird in the House Ín the person
of vanessa's mother.

It is, therefore, Laurence's stepmother's

is alluded to in "Jericho's Brick Battlements."
t'lhat is unusuaì is that, considering the detail with which

death which

Margaret Laurence

mother's death

treats each death within the book, vanessa's

is mentioned Ín only one brief

feelings about this death are

surmed up

in

paragraph, and her

one sentence:

the deaths in the family, hers remained unhealed in
longest" (B),206). ThÍs

seems

death which should be one

life.

"0f all

my mind

a surprisingry brief treatment of

of the most moving experiences in

Perhaps vanessa has not gotten over

Ít

her

quite as much as

she

it is stilì a subject too near, too painfuì to
write about. And if this is so for vanessa, the same could be
thinks; therefore

true for Laurence. This woutd explain, in part at least, why the
writer avoids any extensive treatment of the loss of her stepmother, in A Bird

in the House, the book which she d,escribes as

being her most autobiographical work.

a
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Chapter SÍx
The Diviners

The
Manawaka

Diviners is Margaret Laurence's last nove'l in the

series. It is

seen by some to be the resolution

series, and of Laurence's view of
disorder and chaos, so prevarent

life.l

of

the

The feeting of

in the earlÍer novels, is

now

overcqne through the evolution

of the concept of time which gives
the work a greater sense of direction. This concept of time is
central to an understanding of Laurence's work, and wìll be
examined in greater detail Ín the next chapter in which the
development

of the concept will

works, with

its

be examined throughout Laurence,s

in the The Diviners. The wor{< is not
without its critics but, according to some, The Diviners is the
epitome of Laurence's abilities as an artist. Melanie Mortlock
culmination

wri tes:

The

critical

consensus on The Diviners

seems to be
it is an ambirious work wiïñ-TõïiilEtõ'Fîous
styiisiic
flaws. It undoubtedly lacks the compeiling iórðãtul
ness
that.the-powerful character of Hagar'bringõ to The Stone
Angel. And yet, with its reflective and õomewhãT--

that

wistful tone, The Diviners
Laurence'

artistic

comes closer than any of
s othþFGñ'ãdiãï-novel s to achievi ng när

goal.2

L.i-t
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Morag Gunn may

not be the most powerful or colourful

in the fiction of Margaret Laurence; however, of al I the
characters discussed so far, none must deal with a first encounter
character

with death quite as traumatic as the

one which confronts Morag,

the chiìd, in The DÍviners. Her first personal experience with

is at the age of five, when her parents die of infantite
paralysis (0,16). This initial experience is followed by
death

christie's story of the baby's body in the
Ì,linkler's abortion

when Morag

dump and

then by

Eva

is order; by Morag's witnessing

Piquette's death scene in the charred house; by the deaths of
varÍous friends at Dieppe; by the deaths of prin and christie;
the deaths of Jules' various brothers and sisters; and final
the death of Jules.

It is Morag's first

by

ly,

by

experience, though, which has the most

lasting effect on her because there is so much that

remains

unexplained. she does not understand what death is, or why her
parents shou'ld die the way they did. she does not understand why
she cannot see them,

or

why they leave her alone

in the world.

There remain only the questions, the misunderstanding, and the

fear.

Nancy

child,

and the

Bailey

comments on

child's
that

more

the effect of the deaths on the

or less forced emotional

development,

for selfhood begins early
and abrupt'ly as a result of the accident of her parents' death.',3
when she observes

"Morag's quest
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Morag's concept

of death is primarily of death as

The only experience with death

that she has

muti I ati on.

had up to

that time is

is told that her

parents have

with a dead gopher, so that

when she

died, this concept of death

is immediately

applied to her parents:

She knows they are dead. She knows what dead means.
She has seen dead gophers, n¡n over by cars or shot,
their guts redly squashed out on the ioad.
(q,16 )

She

is not pennitted to see her dead parents:

"And so

of

course

of their guts lie coiìed like scar'let
snakes across the sheets" (0,16). In this instance, what the

Morag does

not know

how much

adults consider to be "protection" of the child

is really

no better

than.lohnnie Kestoe's forced exposure to his mother,s deatj¡ in This
Side Jordan, because so many of the child's questions are ignored
and

ìeft

unanswered. Here, the unexplained horror

Johnnie encounters

is

of

death which

countered by the imagined horror

of

death

in her mind with the only tools available
to an impressionable child. The horror of the possible form of

which Morag conjures up

death would have been much alleviated
understanding on the
Morag's concept

with

some

part of the adults present.

of death is left

unresolved

and

patience
As

it

and

happens,

frightening to the

chil d.
For years she does not know what form death took

for

her

f\f1¡lT-

\J
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parents, and this lack of knowledge bothers

her.

when she speaks

with christie about the aborted baby that he buried in the
Morag wonders

to herself,

always the Eopher image
when

"What

is dead, realìy?', (D,76),

is not too far off.

dump,

and

A few moments earlier

skinner Tonnenre offers to show her how fast he can skin

gopher, "Morag shudders. No--pìease. Not a gopher. He will

it

and she

will

throw up"

(D,73).

The image

is

even appried

a

do

to

the

chil d's concept of Jesus's crucifixion:

It was reaìly God who decided Jesus had to dÍe like
that. l,lho put it into the head of the soldier, then, to

pierce His side? (Pierce? The btood aìl over the
place, ìike shot goþfi-rs and) l,{ho indeed?
$_,77)

And so death becones associated

of

with the mutilated

and dying bodies

in the child's abstraction of death.
Because of her inability to assimilate her parents' death,
Morag is left flpty, frightened, and unable to grieve: "she stares
unblinking, like fledgling birds when they fall out of their nests
and iust stare" (q,16). The Ímage of the bird fallen frcm its nest
gophers

is especially

haunting when one considers

how Morag

has been shaken

frqn her secure chÍldhood world, and into a world wtrich is incanprehensible. The episode is comparable, as weì1, to man,s expulsion from the Garden of Eden. One instant she

is in a home

I.j

.v'

)

-_
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with parents, "a safe place. Nothing terrib'le can happen there,,
(0,9) and shortly afteruards she must leave that home forever:
"Morag does

not look back, but she hears the metallic clank of the

fann gate being

shut.

(q,U).

Closed"

She can never

return to the

world of her childhood, and even her imaginary friends disappear:
"Cowboy Joke and Rosa

They have gone

Her

alone

first

Picardy and the others are not here

away. For good.

Once and

in the world.

Her parents are

gone. Her imaginary frÍends

is even a sense that her childish faith in God is

gone: "Morag is talking in her head.

To

God. Telling Him

His fault and this is why she is so mad at Him.

no good,

is

why"

(q,17).

from her confusion, and it

after her parents'

I

Anger

ow

I

am

c

rcñ' o

is

is the only emotion which survives

christie takes her to the cemetery

I

was

go. And

furious at christie, or at

for having gone away, or whether I was only afraid
that I was" (D,18). The long-term effects of this
obvious in Morag's adulthood. She comments:
N ow

was

Because He

was raging because he'd made me

no longer know whether

know

it

is anger which she feels even years

deaths when

to visit their graves: "I
now

for aìI" (0,17).

encounter with death, then, leaves Morag tota'l'ly

are gone. There

all

now.

and

didn't

experience

them
know
ane

for God's sake, and I don't even
really haDDened an
ater 0n.

memory

nrln-7
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are there new or different details?

I

recal'l

it

with

(0 ,17-18 )

The

details

may be

negative effect
She

remarks:

(q,19

addÍtions from later years; however, the

of the experience is real

"I

remember

and

lasting for

Morag.

their deaths, but not their lives"

).
This experience plays a great role in Morag's attitude

towards her

life:

her fear to admit her need for people and yet

her definite desÍre to be ìoved and needed, her need to live
independent

life,

and

yet her great fear of being completely

in the world. Alt of these factors

shape Morag, making

an

alone

her into

the person she becomes. Through coming to terms with death--with

of death and life--she is finally able to
free herself of her past experience, and yet to remain conscious of
scrne

sort of

acceptance

the place which that past has had and will always have within her

being. ThÍs

development can be traced

directly through

differing reactions to death as she encounters
I

it

her

throughout her

ife.
Morag's attitude towards Prin throughout the novel is

ambiguous. She

is torn between shame of the woman, and recognition

of her worth, summing up her emotions as "past love and present
repulsion" (0,173). The feelings of guilt at her neglect of her
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step-parents are especially apparent when Morag returns for Prin's
death and
leave

is

funeral.

She recognizes the legitimacy

Manawaka and make

a

of her need to

life of her own, but she sees that there

a difference between leaving the town, and leaving the people

who loved

wrong

to

her:

want

thing that

"Had

to get

it

been wrong

away,

was wrong,

to

make

to want to get away? No, not
her getaway.

It

was the other

the turning away, turning her back on the

both of them" (q,248). She is

filled with guilt at her ingratitude

to the woman who "gave Morag her only home" (D,25?1, and this

guilt, this awareness of what her life
overwhelms her

at Prin's funeral.

life

has beccme, suddenly

She has a momentary

feeling of

her: "And novr
here, in this place, the woman who brought Morag up is lying dead,
and Morag's mind, her attention, has left Prin. Help me, God; I'm
isolation--of panic at the

which confronts

frightened of myself" (0,253). The old doubts return, and Morag
sees

that the protected existence she has built for herself in

the

is, like Prin's shield of fat, useless in the end.
She must face the world; she must face life and death.
city with

Brooke

Similarly, as Morag matures
standing

of ìife

and death, her

and moves towards some under-

attitude towards Christie

changes.

Initially, Christie is nothing more to Morag than the "scavenger"
(q,31).

She cannot see past

his c'lothes

and

his

appearance:

,J:.J L.
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His teeth are bad and one is mÍssing at the front but
never tries to hide it by putting his hand over or
smiling with his mouth closed, oh no, not him. He
always wears a blue heavy shirt, and overal ls too big
they fall around him and make him look silly.

he

so

That is the worst. How silly he looks. No. The
worst is that he smells. He does wash. But he never
gets rid of the smel I . How much do other peopì e notice?

Plenty.

You bet.

(D ,36 )

Yet

later, when she tells

he looked and smelled,

it

in her opinion of him:

Pique about the man and remembers the

way

no longer seems such a significant factor

to

"He used

always, and that embarrassed rn and
garbage, but now I'm not sure he

v+ear

I

did

the

used
and

I

same

old overalls,

to think

he stank of

wonder why

I

thought

Ít

mattered, anylvay" (0,367). Instead, her memories of christie the
scavenger are replaced by those

of christie the story teller, with

his tales of Piper

people:

Gunn and

his

bìlg eyes, Christie did, in those days, and
telling a tale, his eyes would be liice-the
blue lightning and you would forgèt his small stature,
for at those times he would seem a giant of a man.

He had very
when he was

(D,367 )

christie

becomes

as legendary a figure as the characters in

the stories which he told Morag.

christie

which Morag accepts

It is this final recognition of

at his funeral

when

the piper ptays

.

tL7

over his grave, "Christie's true burial" (D,403).
Morag has ccrne

to accept Christie,

stories about, that she

It is only after

and the. past which he tel ls

is ab'le to let

to accept his

him go,

tall

And Piper Gunn, he was a great
voi ce
of a thousand, and the strength

man,

death:

with the

of conviction.

,,.n-l!å Bìffi.f,]'fi."Tlfi.ll'iåi'.ill l!årf iiål'rnlTlr,.

Logan's grave. And only novl is Morag released

into

her

mourni ng.
(D,403 )

.. .
for Morag . . . .

Clara Thomas corments: "The movement from this great climax.
marks an emotiona'l

she

levelìing out, a consolidation

is moving on through a series of affirmations,

resolutions,

and acceptances. "4

Ultimately,
deeper acceptance

Morag's fears
death

of

it is through Jules that Morag arrÍves at a
of and insight into death.

Hhen he

is

dying,

death are lessened through a recognition that

îs not necessarily the vÍolent ugly end which she has so

often associated

it with ín the past--the

aborted babies buried

Ín the Nuisance

dead gophers, the

Grounds, the untimely deaths

of Jules's brothers and sisters, or even the helpless suffering of

is an end of suffering: "With
themn it was somebody's fault or everybody's fault, and it started

Prin and Christie. For Jules, deati

r\ññ-a
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a long way back, but with me, it's just bad

in

my

time. It's

run out, that

luck. I

Isic] all"(0,44s).

had some luck

Jules fears

his death--fears the unknown--and yet he comes to accept it,
even meets it on his own teñns rather than waÍting for it to

and

take

him (D,447).

of the most Ímportant features of Jules's death is that
it enables Morag ultimateìy to accept her own parents, death. when
One

her parents died, Morag was left with a sense of betrayal, of
abandonment. l.lith Jules's death--with his desire that pique not
see him

of

in his ill

condition--Morag comes to a sudden realization

in their il]ness and death:
to see her; they had not wanted her to see them.

what her own parents went through

"They had wanted
gaps

in

understandÍng, the tong-ago chÍtd wondering what was being

kept from her, why they did not want to see her" (0,447). With

this realization, Morag is fina'lìy able to understand her parents,
death, to let them die in peace. she was not abandoned as she
thought she was, and this recognition gives the mature Morag
sense

a

of inner peace.
An integral part

to tems with life is her
acceptance of her place in the pattern of time--an understanding
of the importance of the past before one can live in the present,
or face the future.S This requires an acceptance of the fact
of

Morag's coming

that Pique represents a part of the future, whiìe

Morag

is becoming

The
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a part of the past: "Would Pique's

life

be better or worse than

Morag's? Mine hasnrt been so bad. Been? Time

that wtlat

is reall¡going

harbinger

of

of life is
Morag was

passage

is

running

out.

Is

on, with me, now, with her? pique.

my death, continuer

of life" (0,290).

The continuum

guaranteed through Pique and through her songs,

just

as

the guarantee for christie's future, for his part in the

of

time:

not speak for a whiìe. The hurts
unwittingly inflicted upon Pique by her mother, by

Morag could

circumstances--Morag had agonized over these often
enough, almost as though, if she imagined them
sufficiently, they would prove to have been unreal after
all. But they were not unreal. Yet Pique was not
assigning any blame--that was not what it was all
about. And Pique's journey, although at this poÍnt it
might feel to her unique, u,as not unique.
(D,441

Morag recognizes

)

that Pique is the guarantee of the future for

Jules, as well--that she represents

some hope

for the future of

the whites and the Metis--when she wonders: "Would pique create

a

fiction out of Jules, somethÍng both more and less true than
himself, when she finally made a song for him, as she would one
day, the song he had never brought himself to

make

for himself?"

(q,449).

This, ultimately, is what
and death--the sense

Morag ccrnes to terms

with in life

of life as a continuum. As she was given her

â

Q

o,?,

L?O

role through christie

and

his stories,

so Pique must

find her place

in life to ensure the continuation of Morag's and Jules's rife,
ensure, in a sense, their inmortality.
The image

of divining is

relation to one's

acceptance

to

an especially meaningful one in

of death and life,

and not without

parallels within the process of individuatÍon. The similarity
between Marie-Louise von Franz's

description of the innate ability

of the individual to cqne to terms with himseìf and Royland,s
description of teaching A-0kay to divine Ís striking. Dr. von
Franz writes:

This larger, more nearly total aspect of the psyche
appears first_as merely an inborn possibility. It may
emerge very slightly, or it may develop relatively

gompleteìy during one's lifetime. How far it devêtops
depends on whether or not thçr ego is willing to listên

to the messages of the Sel f.o
Royland explains:

It's

something I don't understand, the divinÍng . . . .
it's not something that everybody can do, but the
thing I don't usually ìet on about is that quite a few
people can learn to do it.

and

(9,451-52

Each

character, then, is a diviner Ín his own right--divining

meaningfuì

truth about life.

)

some

Lzt

in order to become a diviner--to learn about
life--each character has had to learn about death first. It is
impossibìe to divine, it would seem, unless one has come to terms
with death in some form. Involved within this image is christie,s
abilÍty to divine truths about humanity through garbage. He
calls this ability "the gift of garbage-telling', (0,75), and
However,

of his gift at the time, years
later she recal'ls the incident and sees Ít in a different light:
although lrlorag does not think much

"Christie,

tell

lh

or like solcerers__gymþqþ. You reaìly couìd see, though. l,lhat
about me?" (D,412). Yet, underlying this abilÍty to unveil the
truths about humanity is the painful conscÍousness of death.
christie

would not be the man he

is in the novel--would

not be the

scavenger--had he not experienced the death and destruction

of

the

war:

There we are, getting ready to fire old Brimstone, and a
shell explodes so christ'ly close to me I think I,m a
goner. The noise. Jesus. And then the air all around
me

is filled with . . .

o

Well, then, with bleeding bÍts of a man. Bloln to
smithereens. A leg. A hand. Guts, which was that red
and wet you would not credit it at all.
(q,91)

The

fear

and pain

of the war leave a permanent imprint on christie

i:or)^

,J.-.;
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is

so that the memory

re] ived again and again, everytime he gets

"the shakes": "Christie holding Colin in his arms. Colin probably

eighteen. Eighteen.

Amid the

shellfire

and the barbwire and the

mud, cryi ng" (q,206 ).

,iules's ability to find
music.

The

truth'lies within his

pain, both physical and emotionaì, that he contains

well (0,445)
his sisters

and express the

ano the consciousness

and

hÍs father al'l

of the

undergo

deaths

so

of his brother,

a kind of netamorphosis

within him, to be released in the form of his music, so that',al'l
the things he could never bring himseìf to say in ordinary speech,
have found

their

way

into the song" (D,346).

Royland experiences the deaths

before he beccxnes a

of both his wife

and

his faith

diviner. After hÍs wife's suicide because of

himself, Royìand loses his faith:

Drowned

herself. I

an easier way,
Scared to come

guess she couldn't put her hand to
that moment. She was scared of me.
back. Scared not to come back. Didn't

:':t:': :': :n:':'.'lr: .o:r.':r:'.t.*:':o:': :u:': .
Don't believe in hell now, and haven't for some years.
But maybe that's just a way of saying that if I äid
beìÍeve in it, I knot one man who'd be bound there for
sure.

(D,241)

And

so, having experienced death (through his wife's suicide)

and

_j.-
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damnation, Royland turns from being

a ',rip snortin'

$,24Q) to being a dÍviner, because it
than

to--. . .

Rai

se f i re,' (q,241

"seemed

Bible-puncher',

better to find water

).

too, is a diviner. Like peggy wemyss and vanessa
Mcleod after their experience with the death of a parent or
Morag,

parents, Morag

becomes

a searcher for truth through her writing.

abirity 0,4L2), but she knows she must
make the most of it if she is ever to learn the truths about ìife,
if she is ever to come to terms with death, wÍth her own mortality:
She sometimes doubts her

"She would never know whether

Iher magic tricks] actual]y worked or
not, or to what extent. That wasn't given to her to know. In a
sense,

it

did not matter. The necessary doing of the thing--that

mattered" (q,452 ).

In order to arrive at the truth,
experience death and
one

is,

and

each individual must

turn into the self, to

to accept oneself

and one's

come

to

terms with

who

rnortality and the transient

life. As with Royland, the gift of divining--of
understanding life--is tsnporary, to be passed on to the next
in line when the time is right:
nature of

The inheritors. l.las this, finally and at last,
what Morag_had always sensed sñe had tó learn trqn tne
otd man? She had known it all along, but not really
knovrn. The g_i!t, or portÍon of graðe, or whatever it
was, was finally withdrawn, to be givãn to someone
el se.

(D,452

)
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There can be no Ínheritance without
passed on so
come

death.

And so the

gÍft

that others might live. Pique must use this

to terms with her own life,

to accept her

part in

must

gift

to

the

continuum. She must learn, as Morag has learned, to "Look ahead
unti

1

be
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Chapter Six

1

Much has been written on this work; however, little of it
is truly relevant to the subject of this thesis. Some articles on
The Diviners as a conclusion to the Manawaka cycle include: David
B'lerúeffi-Îhe Unity of the Manawaka Cycle," iournal oi Canadian

fludies, 13, No.3 (Faì1 1.978), 31-39; Cheryl Cffi
Closure in The Diviners," The Canadian Novel: Here and Now. ed.

John Moss

(ffi,

l

í'The

Re]igion of Heritage: The Diviners as a Thematic conclusion to
the Manawaka Series, "l.¡fvt-f;ï52:I41T J.R. (Tim) Struthers'
"Laurence's Ritual EpiõTriumph," The London Free prels, 12 July
1975,43.
tMortl ock, p.140.
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Bailey,
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Clara Thomas, E,
Nancy

p.310.
p.163.

The importance of the role of the acceptance of the
past, present and future will be examined in greater detail in the
next chapter.

6

Marie-Louise von Franz, "The Process of Individuation,"
His Symbols, ed. Carl G. Jung (New York: Dell publishing

Man and

ffi.163.

COOQ,"
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Chapter Seven
Conclusion

In her essay "Time and the Narrative Voice,' Margaret
Laurence writes: "In any work of fiction, the span of time
present in the story is not on'ly as long as the time-span of
every character's

life

and memory;

it

also represents every-

thing acquired and passed on in a kind of nemory-heritage fron
one generation

to another"l--Ín a continuum. This means that

the past and the future are activeìy involved in the character's
being at

all times. They are always present, affecting

viduaì, shaping his attitudes and behaviour,
he

is.

Laurence conc'ludes her

the indi-

making him the person

artÍcle: "It is the character who

parts of the personal past, the family past and the
ancestral past have to be revealed in order for the present to be
chooses which

realized and the future to happen."z The choice which the
character makes Ínvolves a certain degree of self-knowledge on the

part of the individual, and is the turning point in his or
coming to terms with life and, ultimately with death.

her

written about Margaret Laurence's concept of
time--of the role of past, present and future in character formaMuch has been

tion.3

Hhat

is of interest

here

Ís

how

this

concept can be

related to her use of death within her works. Each novel explores

u

Õ.".
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the individual's understanding of the importance of past and
future in the present; however, in each case this understanding

is integralìy
death and

associated with

that indivÍdual's

of iife. In her essay, "Margaret

acceptance of

Laurence,

carl

Jung

and the Manawaka llomenr" Nancy BaÍley wrÍtes:

to define the self so as to be
able to I ive freely in the present, while
conscious of both past and future, is a
distinguishing mark of the Laurence heroine.
In all the noveìs, the preciousness of the
living-present..is emphasized by the presence
of emblems gf "the silence." Death inhabits
the noveì s.+
The struggle

In This side Jordan birth
concept

of the future

and the

and death are

past.

interrelated with the

Johnnie Kestoe,s acceptance

of his mother's death enabìes him to make peace with his past and
at the same time enables him to face the future; and both of these
actions are exemplified in his reaction to the birth of his

ter (p,2661. Similarly, the birth of Nathaniet,s

daugh-

son, while

representing the pronise of the future, also represents the break
from the past, his

ability to acknowledge the ways of the past
without letting thern stand in the way of future growth, of progress. His coming to

is exemplified in his final attÍtude towards his father's death: ',It may
be that I shall never see him again. But let him dwell there in
terms with past, present and future

â r) ô."'

''-rv¿
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peace. Let him understand. No--he will never understand. Let
accept

it

and leave him

abìe to accept that

in

peace" (TS,1,274-75). He

Hagar must come
The Stone

Angel.

is finally

"It is the dead who must die" (TSJ,274),

finally able to turn to the living
in

me

to a similar

and

to the future.

knowledge

She must accept her

to face her own death;

of her life

and past

past in order to be able

she must recognize the cost

of her pride

inability to rqjoice (SA,292). With this
recognition comes the final acceptance of the futilÍty of pride,
of equa'lity Ín death:
and stubbornness, her

'This here's the Currie-Shiptey stone.
two families was connected by marriage.
Pioneering families the both of them. .
The both of them. Both the same.
Nothing to pick and choose between now.
was as it should be.

The acceptance

The
.

.t

That
(sA,306

)

of the past is essential to Hagar's acceptance of

of re-birth (S4,307); however, it is her persona'l
past, and not an ancestral past with which she must come to tenns.
In A Jest of God the past which Rachel must come to terms
with is her father's death. Through understanding her father's
life, or his living death: "If it's true he wanted that life the
most, why mourn?" (JG,125). Through this acceptance
death as a form
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Racheì

is able to recognize the emptiness of her own ìife,

and the

possibility of her own death as embodied in the tumour. FÍnally,

this

acceptance

Rachel
"What

of death and life, of past and present, enables

to achieve the self-knowledge

will happen?

In

The

What

necessary

to face the future:

will happen" (JG,201).

Fire-Dïellers Stacey's acceptance of the past, present

in her acceptance of hersel f, of her
ì ife, and of the presence of death around her. She must accept
the fact that the past is over, that it can never be recaptured,
that it none the'less remains a part of her aìways: "The truth is
that I haven't been Stacey Cameron for one hell of a'long time
now. Although in some ways I'll always be her, because that's how
it started" (Iq,303). This ability to accept the past enables
Stacey to come to tenns wÍth the present: "I can't stand it. I
and future can be traced

I can't take it. Yeh, I can, though. By God, I can, if
I set my mind to it" (q,289). It enables her ultimately to face

cannot.

fires [wÍ1'|] go on,
inside and out[.] Until the noment when they go out for me, the
end of the world" (FD,307).
Vanessa's maturation in A Bird in the House traces her coning
the future, to accept her

to tenns with life

own

and death,

morta'lity:

"The

directly related with her coming to

past. The final understanding of death which
Vanessa arrives at is brought about through her acceptance of
terms with the

noon,
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Grandfather Connor's

death. In the

course

of the book this

acceptance comes to represent an acceptance

of the past as wel I

as

a reconfirmation of the future. DurÍng her grandfather's funeral,

to a sudden appreciation of the past in her recognition of who her grandfather really was (Ë,205). Eventualìy this

Vanessa cornes

recognition enables her to accept her grandfather and his past as

a part of her heritage; and at the
death and

life,

and the

same

time to accept her

possibility of her own mortality

own

and im-

mortality. This acceptance is apparent when, twenty years later,
she reconfirms the future in her reflection on the immcrtality of
her grandfather--on the continuum of time, 'I had feared and fought
the old man, Vêt he proclaimed himself in

is, perhaps,

The Diviners

work

a

in

terms

number

my

veins" (Ë,207).

Margaret Laurence's most complex

of the past, present, and future, because there are

of interrelated time spans or levels to

Morag's acceptance

consider.

of the past involves an acceptance of her own

past, or Ín lieu of a

known

past, an acceptance of her invented

past as embodied Ín the snapshots and memory bank movies. Central

to this

acceptance

of her past are Morag's

acceptance

parents'death and the effect of these deaths on
0n another
cuning

leveì,

Morag's acceptance

of

her

her'life

(D,447).

of the past involves her

to terms with the past which Christie tells her about in

his tales. Her search for

an ancestral past

is

completed when she
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receives the

itaid

plaid, her pin:

brooch from Jules, when she adopts

it

as her

is that the voice is there, and
that she has heard these words which have been given to her. And

will

"What matters

not deny what has been given" (q,433).

l.lhen Morag acknow-

ledges Christie as her father (D,396), she accepts him and what

to her: the man whose

like the
bìue lightning and you would forget his smalì stature, for at
those times he would seem a giant of a man" (0,367). This Ís the
Christie for whom Morag mourns when the piper plays over his
he has come to mean

grave (q,403

"eyes would be

).

Finally,

to terms with the past enables her to
accept the future, to see her place in the continuum of life, and
death. She must be prepared to give up her position for the next
Morag's coming

generation when "The gift, or portÌon

of grace, or whatever it
was, was finally withdrawn, to be given to someone else" (q,452).
In each case, in each novel or story, then, the acceptance of
of life--of the continuum frqn past to future--is
an essential step in the development, the self-knowledge of the
death as a part

.

in her article "Everyman Is an
I s'land: I sol ati on in A J est of God": "It is only in facing death
that we are able to assess lif.,"S can really be applied to
individual

C.M. McLay's comment

all of Laurence's individuals. At the same time, however, the
acknowledgement and acceptance

of the inevitability of death are an

âflnc

L3?

life, a recognr'tion of the value of 1ife, and the
need to take the utmost advantage of it: "the inexorable pressure
of life on every individual in every society to grow and change.
affirmation of

is to choose death."6 And related v¡ith
this acceptance of death, this responsibi'lity of life, is the
appreciation of the role of past, present and future. Sfnce

To refuse

to

do so

The Diviners empìoys

this motif so complexly

and so intensely,

it

is fitting that Florag's words be used to sum up this interrelation: "Look ahead into the past, and back Ínto the future, until
the sil ence" (q,453 ).
As Margaret, Laurence has matured as a

past, present and future have

definite. This

writer, her concepts of

become more pronounced, more

development can be traced throughout her works.T

of her presentation of death can be traced in a
similar manner. A good example of this 'latter development is the
treatment of Piquette Tonneme's death as it appears in a number

The development

of

works.

The short
appears

in

A

story, "The Crying of the Loons,"8 which

Bird in the House as

"The Loons," was published Ín

1966, while The Fire-Dwellers appeared ín

print in 1969. In the

short story the outcast nature of the Tonnerre family
"They

did not belong

among

is

described:

the Cree of the Galloping Mountain

reservation, further north, and they did not belong

among the
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Scots-Irish and Ukrainians of

Manawaka,

either.

They were

..

.

neither fish, fow'|, nor good salt herring" (![,114-15).
Leslie

Monkman corrnents

on the signÍficance

of the Tonnerres

in the various works of fiction in which they appear:

"The three

of the Tonnerre family peoplÍng the Manawaka fiction
of Margaret Laurence .
. [bringJ to this series of worts
images of suffering and death, acceptance and endurance, that are
generations

integrally reìated to the

experience

.-o

heroines."' Piquette's life
wanting

was one

of

each

of

Laurence's

of trying to belong, of

to belong, but never of being able to, anywhere. Her

attitude varied bebveen

one extreme

caring ("l.lho gives a good

goddamn?"

of defiance, of

[8H,120]), to one of desperate

hope: "For the nnrest instant, then, I
defiant face, momentariìy,

not

saw

her.

.

Her

became unguarded and unmasked, and

in

her eyes there was a terrifying hope" (8H,124). She tries so hard

to become a part of the society that

fail.

Vanessa comments,

"I

coul

shuns

her, that she can only

d only $¡ess how great her need

that she had been forced to seek the very things
she so bitterly rejected" (8H,125). Gradualìy, alì hope is re-

must have been,

placed by despair (8H,126).

of her part in the responsibility
for Piquette's fate is apparent in her reaction to the news of the
Vanessa's acknowledgement

fire:

"There was kind

of a silence

around the image

in

my mind

of

i'on.ìr
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the

fire

and the snow, and

look that

I

had seen once

the fate of Piquette

is

I

I

could put from ny memory the

in Piquette's eyes" (8H,126). Ultimately,

epitomized by that

sort of

epiphany takes place

to
to find

some

away

wished

of the loons, so that a

in the image:

"Perhaps they had gone

far place of belongîng. Perhaps they had been unable

such a place, and had simpìy died

out, having ceased

to

care any longer whether they lived or not?" (8H,127). And so
Vanessa concludes, "Piquette might have been

all,

who had heard

the only one, after

the crying of the loons" (8H,127).

In The Fire-Dwellers Piquette's death is described by her
si

ster,

Vaì :

They used to make red biddy down there. If I
know Piquette, she was stoned out of her mind,
most likely. The others were out. l,le had one
of them big old wood stoves. Place caught on
fire. She never got, out. The kids either.

(FD,264

The death serves as another reminder

visions she has of

of death to Stacey, like

newspaper c1Íppings and

but tied in with this remÍnder

is

)

television

the

neurs flashes;

the al'lusion to fire--the fires

burning inside and out, the Lady Bird image, the dream of the
trapped

children. All these

she hears

images

unite within Stacey's mind as

of Piquette's and her children's

kids, and the snow and the

fire.

fate:

"Piquette and her

Ian and Duncan in a burning
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house" (FD,265).
The notÍon

of responsibility

on the

part of the town, of

people, for the fate of Piquette and the others

in

The Fire-Dwellers

the

is again suggested

in Stacey's desÍre to apologize:

"She would

like to go back in time, to explain that she never meant the town's
invisible stabbing, but this is not possible, and it was hers, too,
so she cannot edge away from
deveìoped any

further.

it"

(Ft,264), but this idea

Piquette and Val serve as reminders to

Stacey that she has much to be gratefuì
concept of the death

is

for, but otherwise

in

The Diviners.

the

not broadened.

The most mature and touching treatment

appears

is not

The

of Piquette's death

attitude of Piquette--the

hope and

defiance--is expressed more feeìingly in Morag's corments on

Piquette's despair: "She has been arrested several times, like
her father before her, for outrageousìy shrieking her pain aloud

to

whoever happens

to

be handiest"

(D,158).

The emotion

Ís inten-

sified through Morag's response to the incident, for she is the
only person to rþurn for Piquette: "l.lithout warning, taking herself by surprise,

she puts her head down on the desk and

cries in

a way she does not remember ever having done before, as though
pain were the only condition of'human
The

fire

and the deaths,

through Morag's

eyes.

life"

(0,161).

too, are given nore significance

The image

of fire

and snow remains, but

nOonr'
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now

there are added details. Morag is aware of the conspicuous

lack of emotion--"No one is crying" (0,158)--and the dull

shock

of Lazarus, his "face absolutely b1ank, portraying nothing"
(q,159). This inability to feel, this numbness, is cunparable to
Val's toneless monologue about the fire in The Fire-Dwellers
(F0,264). And there is another detail: "A sweetish nauseating

odour..(g'159)whichremindsMoragof''Burntwood.!@'.
(9,159).

The image of "Bois-Bnîlés" provides an epiphany simlar

to that of Piquette
The

and the loons

in A Bird in the House.

collective responsibility of the townspeople, of the

world, is brought into sharper focus through Jules's reaction to
Piquette's death. Up to this point, her death has been viewed
from the "other" side--the white people's reaction

to the "Metis

situation." Val's account of the incident in The Fire-Dwellers is
noticeably void of emotion because she has reached the same point
that Piquette had reached before her death
Piquette

when Vanessa describes

in "The Loonsr" as "having ceased to care any longer

whether they lived

the "long

trip"

or not" (Ë,127). Val even

(FD,265), and her attitude

is

speaks

one

of taking

of dulì despair:

"I don't give a fuck. Today tomorrow next week, it's all the sane
to me" (q,266). In The Diviners Jules's reaction to Morag's recounting the tale is one of violent hate, in direct contrast to
Val's numbed lethargy: u'By Jesus, I hate you,' he says Ín a low
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like distant thunder. 'I hate all of you. Every goddamn
ofìe'" (D,275). Morag accepts her part in that collective responsibility, and attempts to amend the hurt of the past through
naming their chi'ld Piquette Tonnerre Gunn (D,305). In this way
she repays Jules for his part in enabling her to have a chi'ld, and
she repays him in part for the loss of his sister.
voice

The most

signÍficant contribution to the presentation of

Piquette's death is Jules' song about her ß,429). This song sums
up

a]l

the images of PÍquette, her

life

and her

death.

and snow image are repeated, providing graphic examples
hope and despair

of Piquette's life.

The

of

fÍre

the

Her eyes, her body, her

marriage, a'll provide examples of the hopeless quaìity of her

life. ultimately,

it is despair that defeats piquette. she
finally recognÍzes there is no escape frqn the role in which she
was cast at birth, and with this reaiization all hope vanÍshes:
My

then,

sister's death

Fire and snow-Burned out her sorrow
In the valley beìow.
0,429)

"Piquette's Song" provides the fina] touch in the presentation of
her death. Her pain

in life

and death are immortalÍzed through

Jules's conposing a song about them, and through the song's

passage

rìôaí1
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in time--from Jules, to Pique, to whomever Pique passes it on to
in her life. Her heritage is completed: Piquette's death may
have seemed
she

it

pointless, but the song gives

new meaning

in time--

will not be forgotten, and through her song the pìight of the

other Metis, as well,
And so

wilì

be

remembered.

it is that Margaret Laurence's presentation of death

within her novels matures. With each incident of death, with
individual's

coming

to

each

terms with death, the self-knowledge which

Ín the individual gives new significance to death. Death
may appear frightening and incomprehensible to the child, yet it
develops

is a major factor in the child's maturation, in his coming to
tenrs with

life.

new meaning,

As the child matures emotionally, death takes

giving

life a new and fuller

meaning

on

in return.

SÍmilarly, as the author has matured, both emotionally

and

artis-

tically, her concept of life and death has become enriched so that
she is able to present them more effectively.
This ability reaches its peak in her presentation of the
death and funeral
moment

of

of Christie

Morag's admission

Logan

in

The

Díviners.

Frcrn the

of her love for Christie in

ing that he has been a father to her, and his typically

reply, "I'm blessed" (q,396), to the final

moments

acknowìedgmeaningful

of the piper

playing the pibroch over his grave, Margaret Laurence succeeds in

writing one of the most touching

passages

in literature.

Clara
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Thomas

corrnents: "christie Logan's funerar

est of

scenes

in

Margaret Laurence's work

is one of the great-

....

ôn unforgettabìe

picture and unforgettable prose".10 One cannot but
with

her.

Indeed, the remainder

agree

of the nove'l is almost an anti-

climax after that emotionaì peak.

It

may be

that Margaret Laurence's experience with death as a

child paved the way for her characters'
terms

with

life

and

death.

and her own comÍng to

The chitdhood experiences

of

the

writer no doubt play a great part in her ability to present the
child's reaction towards death and his changing concept of death
as he matures throughout

ìife.

she

is

ab'le to do

and movingly because she has experienced

this

this both subtly

dilemma, this

is able to get right inside the child's
understanding wlrich arises. clara Thomas

maturation, herself, and so

fears and the eventual
wri tes:

The events, the circumstances, and the
places of her past are particularly important
to an understandÍng of both the "why" and the
"what" of Margaret Laurence's wrÍting. She
does not confÍne herself to her own
experiences, though many of these she has
transmuted into her fictions. But she does
always write frcrn within a circumference that
contains the imaginative experÌences and perceptions congruent with one of her place, her
time, and her life--and no others.ll

Ë{lnrì
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Margaret Laurence's concept

of writing as "an attempt always

on the part of a writer to come to terms with oneself, with one's

past, with one's chÌldhood experiences and also with various
tional dilemmas in one's present 'life"12 is an enlightening
one

to

cope

keep

with

in

life.

emo-

mind when considering her characters' attempts to

she ccrnments

further on her concept of wrÍting in

0n": "My writing, then, has been my own attempt
to ccrne to terms with the past. I see this process as the gradual
"A Place to stand

of freeing oneself frm the stultifying aspect of the past,
whiìe at the same time beginning to see Íts true value."l3
one

ultimately, the process is a positive one: an affirmation of life
on the part of the fictional character as weìl as the writer her-

self.

of all her
protagonists in terms of the self-discovery they make in the course
of the novels, in the course of their lives:
Her following corment could come from the mouths

the act of writing

itself is almost an act of

faith and almost an act of hope and in a profound sense it's a kind of ceiebration of"life.
It's really saying at the heart of it -- life
is very worth living an.d-for God's sake let,s
make of it what we can.l4
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